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prevent the rising daily fiow of blood in
the streets of Northern Ireland?

ANNOUNCEMENT OF POSITION ON
A VOTE

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, while I
was necessarily absent on January 28, the
Senate voted on amendment No. 829 to
S. 2515 which would have prohibited the
Federal Government from requiring an
employer to employ persons of a par
ticular race, religion, or national origin
in either fixed or valiable numbers, pro
portions, or percentages. If present I
would have voted "nay," and I ask that
the permanent RECORD refiect my posi
tion.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.

TRIAL FOR GENOCIDE: NO
INTERNATIONAL COURT

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, some
people who oppose the Genocide Con
vention do so because they fear that
American ratification of this treaty w1ll
subject Amencan citizens to trial before
the International Court of Justice with
out any of their rights and protections
under our Constitution.

This fear is not warranted by the
facts. The International Court of Justice
was established after World War II to
arbitrate disputes between nations.
Should two countries have a disagree
ment that they can not settle by nego
tiation, they can agree to submit the
matter to the International Court. After
hearing both sides, the Court renders an
opinion. Should one party to the dispute
decide not to abide by the Court's opin
ion, the Court has absolutely no power
to enforce its opinion. Only the good ,will
of the parties to the dispute enforces the
opinion.

Article IX of the Genocide Conven
tion says that any disputes over the
meaning of this treaty will be decided by
the International Court of Justice. Noth
ing is said about giving the Court the
power to try individuals, a power the
Court has never had. Instead the Court is
to issue an opinion as to what the treaty
says. Should any party to the dispute
disagree with the Court's opinion, the
Court still has no power to enforce its
opinion.

Article VI of the Genocide Convention
does speak of an international tribunal
to try individuals, but in the 22 years
that the Convention has been in force
such a tribunal has never been estab
lished. The reason is because neither
article VI, nor any other part of the
Convention. establishes such a tribunal.
Rather, article Vlmakes it clear that if
the nations of the world should desire
an international tribunal to try persons
for genocide, they will have to enter
into a separate agreement. Such an
agreement would have to be approved
by each nation bE'fore it was in force for
that nation. Thus ~he Senate would have
to ratify that agreement before the
United States was bound by it. There is
no movement tD attempt to establish an
international tribunal.

We see, Mr. Pre'sident. that the Geno-

cide Convention does not provide for the
trial of individuals by the International
Court of Justice or any other interna
tional body. Rather the trial must occur
in a competent tribunal of the country
where the crime allegedly occurred. The
time has come for the Senate to ratify
the Genocide Convention.

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, on

Tuesday, January 25, the Subcommittee
on Children and Youth had a very mov
ing and informative hearing on the sub
den infant death syndrome.

Among our witnesses were Dr. Abra
ham B. Bergman and Mrs. Judith
Choate, president and executive admin
istrator, respectively, of the National
Foundation for Sudden Infant Death,
Inc.; Dr. Jay M. Arena, president of the
American Academy of Pediatrics; Dr.
Merlin K. DuVal, Assistant Secretary for
Health and Scientific Affairs at HEW;
Mr. Saul Goldberg, president of the In
ternational Guild for Infant Survival;
and Mr. Frank Hennigan and Mr. Arthur
Siegal, fathers of children who died sud
denly for no apparent reason.

Because of the virtual ignorance sur
rounding this major killer of young chil
dren, I ask unanimous consent that the
testimony of our witnesses and other
'relevant materials be printed in the
RECORD. '

There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
STATEMENT OF SENATOR WALTER F. MONDALE,

CHAIRMAN, SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHIL
DREN AND YOUTH

This morning's hearing Is the first of a
series the Subcommittee wlll hold concern
ing "the rights of children." Today we will
explore> the most fundamental right of all
the right of a child to live.

Every night several million American
mothers feed their babies, put them In their
cribs. and say goodnight. The next morning
they return, greet their children and begin
another day of care.

Yet every morning anywhere from 30 to
60 mothers return to find their babies lying
dead In their cribs-victims of a mysterious
and frightening disease that takes the lives
of at least 10,000 infants each year.

Some people know this disease by the name
of "crib death" or "cot death". Others call It
"Sudden' Infant Death Syndrome." By any
name It l's an elusive disease which strikes
not only the child, but his whole faInily.
Sometimes the victim's parents and brothers
and sisters never recover from the shock,
gUilt and self-incrimination that follow.

The death of any baby, any child, is a
tragedy. But consider the tragedy of the
mother who has fed her healthy child as
usuai and put him to bed. She awakes In the
middle of the night. looks in on the baby and
finds him dead. Can she ever hope to escape
the gnawing feeling that she was in some
way responsibie for that death . . . the tor
tured thoughts that If she had only checked
one more time, that the death could have
been prevented?

Consider the woman who wrote: "I iost my
son almost 24 years ago ... with this syn
drome. An autopsy was not performed. I have
since divorced and my ex-husband has told
both my daughters that I kl1led the baby.
I fed him at 3 a.m. and at 6 a.m. he was
dying when I went in to check on him . . •
I have seen two psychiatrists but I still have
terrible guilt feelings."

Crib death is not an isolated occurrence.
It is the leading cause of death of infants
between one month and one year old, strik
ing 3 out of every 1,000 children born In this
country. It strikes silently and unexpectedly
at healthy babies who are sleeping peacefully
In their cribs one Ininute and found dead
there a few hours later. When an autopsy is
performed-and this does not always hap
pen-no specific cause of death can be Iden
tified.

Although it touches thousands of Ameri
can famllies every year, most Americans know
little about It.

Although medical researchers have explored
a variety of hypotheses on the causes of crib
deaths, none of them has been confirmed.

Although the National Institute of Chlld
Health and Human Development calls It
the largest cause of death In Infants from
one to twelve months old, SIDS is not even
mentioned In government statistics on In
fant mortality.

Although Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
was finally Identified and described as a spe
cific disease In 1969, large numbers of medi
cal and legal authorities are not up to date
on the research findings and Implications of
SIDS.

We need to review our efforts to discover
the medical cause of these deaths ... and
ways to prevent them. And, we need to ex
amine the extent to which famlIles who lose
their babies to this mysterious killer are re
ceiving the help and support they need from
the doctors and nurses, medical exaInlners
and policemen. coroners, and rescue squad
officials they encounter following their child's
death.

This is why we are holding this hearing
today:

To learn about past and present research
efforts;

To explore the prospects for discovering the
cause-and preventing future occurrences
ofSIDS;

To understand the scope of actiVity within
HEW, to inform the pUblic and professions
about this disease;

To learn from government officials, medi
cal experts, and parentS-What more we can
do both to determine the cause and provide
assistance to those famllles who have been
the victims of this deadly disease.

STATEMENT OF DR. MERLIN K. DUVAL, As
SISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND SCIEN
TIFIC AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDU
CATION, AND WELFARE ON SUDDEN INFANT
DEATH SYNDROME, BEFORE THE SENATE LA
BOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
CHILDREN AND YOUTH, JANUARY 25, 1972
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear be-

fore the Committee this morning to discuss
With you the sudden infant death syndrome.
also known as "crib death," and report the
efforts of the Department of Health. Educa
tion, and Welfare through its component,
the National Institutes of Health, and spe
cifically the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, to increase
our understanding of this tragic medical
problem about which so little ~s known.

Let me first outline briefiy for you some of
the obstacles to explaining accurately and
fuIly t.he occurrence of crib death. What we
have learned about It so far, and then de
scribe the Institute's plans for future re
search on SUdden Infant death syndrome.

Since Its establishment in 1963, the NICHD
has been Increasingly concerned with the
syndrome and has directed Its efforts to en
larging our understanding the syndrome.
But progress has been slowed by three criti-
cal factors: '

(1) There Is a paucity of scientists inter
ested In the phenomenon of suddent infant
death. In the last nine years, only a very
smaIl number of applications dealing specif
Ically with sudden Infant death syndrome
have been subInltted to the NICHD for con-
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sideration. Eight of these were disapproved by
the initial review group because of their poor
scientific merit; of the five approved, all were
funded.

(2) There Is currently no code in the In
ternational Classification of Diseases for this
syndrome. These deaths according to the
classification system may have been cate
gorized as mechanical suffocation, pneu
monia, lll-defined conditions, and accidental
deaths. We recognize the need to gain valid,
reliable vital statistics in certifying cause of
death for these babies. The NICHD is work
ing closely with the Director of Health Statis
tics Analysis of the National Center for
lIealth Statistics of the Health Services and
Mental Health Administration to Identify
more accurately infant deaths attributed to
sudden Infant death syndrome and to estab
lish a separate category for suddent infant
death syndrome in the ninth edition of the
International Classification of Diseases. The
definition of sudden infant death syndrome
as put forth In the Second International
Conference on Causes of Sudden Death in
Infancy will be used as a basis for this
classification.

(3) Finally, an even more serious llmlta
tion on our understanding of sudden infant
death syndrome is the very nature of the
syndrome. Its starting point Is the death
of an Infant, which is instantaneous and
without warning. There Is no opportunity to
observe the forces and interrelationships
leading up to the baby's death. It has been
necessary first to gather Information on the
nature of the syndrome and the character
istics of the victims and their environment.
Much of this has now been accomplished; we
now have a better understanding of who the
vulnerable baby is (I.e., premature Infant.
the sleeping baby), and the environment
from which he Is most llkely to come (I.e.,
low soclo-economlc level and minority
group).

In an effort to generate interest In the
sudden Infant death phenomenon, and to
provide a focus for the exchange of the
knowledge we do have about it, the NICHD
has supported two conferences on sudden In
fant death, one In 1963 and another In 1969.
As a result, It was possible to Identify the
condition as a disease, not a mystery klller,
and both conferences recommended certaln
types of research which were needed to pro
vide the most helpful data. Proceedings of
the two conferences are available and have
been SUbmitted to you. A pamphlet designed
for general public Information Is now being
prepared.

On the basis of three carefully controlled
stUdies In the United States 1 and one In the
United Kingdom" It appears that the SUdden
Infant death syndrome may result In up to
10,000 deaths each year in those countries
(about 3 per 1,000 live births), and is the
major cause of death In Infancy after the
first month of llfe.

Table I, attached at the end of my state
ment, details the number of deaths per 1,000
llve births attributed to SIDS by each of
these researchers, and the infant subjects
obser'ved.

It Is generally agreed that "crib death" Is
the unexpected demise of an infant not
known to have had a serious disease whose
death remains unexplained after complete
autopsy. Sudden unexplained Infant death
'oCcurS' in the young Infant who Is apparent
ly In gOOd health. In the majority of cases,
the baby does not have a cold or infection
and takes his feeding Without difficulty. The
Infant is then placed In his crib for a nap
or for the night; several hours later, or in
the morning, the baby Is found dead.

1 Fitzgibbons et alo (1969), Valdes-Dapena
lit al. (1968), and Peterson (1966) (second
International Conference on Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome. p. 3).

°Froggatt et al. (1968) Ibid.

It occurs more frequently in nonWhite
babies than In White babies; in familles of
lower socio-economic status than In the
higher socio-economic status; In premature
Infants, partiCUlarly those with gestational
ages between 34 and 35 weeks, than In full
term Infants; and In babies who have had
recent infections. Twins may have Increased
risk of SIDS, but It is difficult to be certain
of this because twins are frequently of low
birthweight and low gestational age. Victims
are mostly between the ages of two and six
months; the frequency Is highest around the
third month of life.

The baby is most frequently found dead
during sleeping hours. The largest number
of the deaths occur In the winter, between
the months of November and February.
There Is some suspicion that sudden change's
In temperatures may be Infiuentlal in trig
gering the syndrome. Risk of sudden infant
death syndrome appears to be highest In
crowded dwellings and among younger moth
ers who have several other children. All
known associations, however, are intertWined
with one another; therefore it fs not known
which one of the assoclatlons is most Im
portant.

A number of hypotheses have been pro
posed for the cause of this syndrome. None
has yet been proven correct. In the past, sin
gle-factor explanations were advanced, but
no single factor has been causally related to
SIDS. Table II, which I have attached to the
end of my statement, lists the more Impor
tant single-factor theories. More recently,
multifactorial theories of SIDS etiology have
been advanced. For example, an Important
current theory involves a combination of
factors Involving Infection; instabillty of
the nervous system, and sleep. This theory
holds that inflamation of the respiratory
tract, that could be caused by an upper res
piratory infection, may trigger a nervous sys
tem response that results in a spasm of the
muscles controlllng the airway opening to
the lungs. This laryngeal spasm effectively
keeps oxygen from getting to the lungs and
the Infant dies. This hypothesis Is difficult to
test sInce no animal model exists that will
permit us experimentally to define the In
teraction of the Immune response and the
autonomic nervous system. Table III shows
several factors Which could lead down a final
common pathway to acute heart fallure.

During fiscal year 1971, 43 grants relating
to SIDS and totalling $1.8 mlllion were sup
ported by the NICHD. Of these, one Is di
rected specifically to the cause of SIDS and
is funded at a level of $46,258. The other
grants are In areas of research which have
been Identified by scientists working in the
field as being relevant to the sudden Infant
death syndrome, for example:

At Stanford University, a stUdy of the re
lationship of oxygen to temperature stablllty
Is being supported. It has been confirmed
through epidemiologic Investigation that the
risk of premature Infants becoming victims
of SIDS Is significantly greater than for full
term Infants. Premature Infants have mul
tiple problems related to the relative imma
turi ty of vital physiologic functions, and a
major problem In these infants Is the main
tenance of temperature stability. Because
both low environmental temperature and
oxygen lack due to nasal or pharyngeal ob
struction have been impllca.ted In the on
set of the syndrome, this study Is highly rel
evant to the sudden infant death syndrome.

It is also well documented that sms oc
curs much more frequently In cold wea.ther
months than wt other times in the year. This
observation has reSUlted In questions about
the relationship between cold and thermal
regUlating proceSses to the phenomenon. In
this area, an NICHD-supportect investigator
at the University of Washington h88 found
that heat production and temperature con
trol of premature infants and young Infants
Is unstable, and that rapid changes In envl-

ronmental temperature can affect respiratory
state and function. frequently resulting in a
temporary loss of breath.

Sudden Infant death occurs most fre
quently when the Infant is in a sleeping
state. He apparently does not wake up or cry
out. This observation has led to the suspicion
that the sleep mechanism is closely tied to
the pathogenesis of this phenomenon. A
stUdy of the relationship between heart rate,
eye movements, respiratory rate, and bodily
movement In three-month-old Infants is be
Ing supported IlJt the University of California
at Los Angeles. This Investigation will de
scribe neural developments In premature and
fUll-term Infants, and the relationship of
nervous system development to the stability
of sleep and the wake/sleep cycle.

In addition to grants for research on SIDS,
the NICHD has Initiated two contracts spe
cifically concerned with the sudden infant
death syndrome. One was a contract with
the Children's Hospital in the District of
Columbia to study the role of viral and other
infections in the etiology of the syndrome.
Although no specific virus was Incriminated,
the Investigators frequently found evidence
of viral infection either in the victim or his
family.

The other was a contract for a review
of world literature on sudden Infant dewth
syndrome covering the years 1954 through
1966. This was publlshed In Pediatrics In
1967. In the follow-up of this review of the
literature, the Institute is currently working
on an annotated bibllography of sudden
deRth syndrome for the years 1960-1971. This
bibliography Will be available by midyear.

On August 16, 1971, the NICHD held a re
search planning workshop to define new di
rections in research Into the causes of the
syndrome utillzlng the data presented at the
February 1969 conference as well as more
recent research findings. As a result of this
workshop, a plan for an integrated program
of research for the preventicn of sudden In
fant death syndrome has evolved which will
serve as a basis for an active, Institute-spon
sored program of sclentific research in this
area. We wlll distribute this document In
the scIentific community In an effort to
stimulate research grant propoSals.

As a result of the August 1971 NICHD
workshop on sUdden infant death syndrome
and an earlier NICHD-sponsored conference
on growth and development, an age parallel
Ism between risk of sudden Infant death syn
drome and pattern of sleep physiology devel
opment was identified. Death rate for SIDS
peaks at about three months of age, just
when chaotic Infant sleep patterns change
to the more regUlar adult rhythms. Because
of the probable Involvement of sleep physi
ology in the etiology of this syndrome, we
feel that a descriptive stUdy of sleep physi
ology would be valuable. and a longitudinal
study of sleep parameters in a selected popu
lation is planned. High risk (or SIDS) and
low-risk SUbjects will be studied prenatally,
immediately postpartum, and at monthly In
tervals during the first half year of life. We
hope that parallels between sleep physiology
and SIDS risk Will give strong Indications of
the etiology of this syndrome.

In addition to exploring the Interrelation
ship of age and sleep patterns with SIDS, the
NICHD is now reviewing a proposal to iden
tify possible relationships between the events
of sudden Infant death syndrome and physi
ologic, demographic, meteorological, and
environmental factors. This area of research
Is important because of the possible relation
ship between abrupt and sharp temperature
changes and the occurrence of SUdden, un
explained, infant death that has been re
ported by several investigators.

Finally. the NICHD plans to undertake a
national survey of death certlflcates to de
termine the incidence of the syndrome In
the United States. based on the techniques
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TABLE i.-INCIDENCE OF SIDS

developed in a 1966 study of SIDS In King
County, Washington. Examtnation of death
certificates confirmed the incidence of SIDS
reported by an earlier detalled pathological
study in the same area. The close corrolla.
tion of SIDS incidents in these studies leads

11.41 Caucasians: 4.32 Negro.
• 2.71 Caucasians; 4.66 Negro and American lodian.

TABLE n.-Sudden unexpected death in in
fants: Etiologic theories that involve the
heart-hypotheses and particular explana
tions '
Refiex vagocardiac inhibition.
SubendocardIal fibroelastosis.
CongenItal heart disease.
PrImary and secondary myocarditis.
ArrhythmIas consequent to an exaggerated

"divIng refiex" or myocardIal electrolyte dis
turbance.

Inherited conduction anomalIes.
Myocardial hypocalcemia.
Infantlle arrhythmias.
, Taken from Froggatt, et al: Amer. J. car

dIology, 22:457, 1968.

TESTIMONY OF AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDI
ATRICS, JANUARY 25, 1972.

I am Dr. Jay M. Arena of Durham, North
Carolina, here today in my capacity as Presi
dent of the American Academy of Pediatrics.
The American Academy of Pediatrics is the
world's largest association of board certified
physicians providing care to infants, chil
dren and adolescents.. Since establishment in
1930, the Academy and its membership have
been committed to working for the welfare
of children and to establishing and main
taining the highest possible standards for
pediatric practice, education and research.

It is a great personal honor for me to
appear here today. I wish also to convey the
appreciation of the Academy to appear again
before this SubcommIttee on behalf of chil
dren. We in the pediatric community feel a
special attachment to you, for despite the
fact that many committees Within the Con
gress have within their purview activitIes
affecting the safety, health and welfare of
children and youth, this Subcommittee is

sure children their right to the qUality of
life.

RESEARCH

The pediatric community has followed with
intense interest the development of the NIH
and particularly NICHD In the past decade.
Although NICHD's fiscal year 1972 bUdget re
quest submitted last year by the PresIdent
to the Congress contained a $10 milUon In
crease, nonetheless few appreciate that there
was a net decrease for chUd health research.
The responsIveness of the Congress was
heartening, and $5 mUlion was added to
remedy this Shortcoming. However, in a let
ter to Secretary RIchardson on December 13,
1971 I conveyed our frustration over the
fact that the Increase for chlld health re
search grants had been frozen by the Ad
ministration. These monies are now avail
able for allocatIon I'm pleased to note. For
the Infonnation of the Conunittee and the
publIc I wish to include my letter in the
record of these proceedings and the response
thereto. My letter underlInes the dIscrepancy
between needs In support for child health
research and the not yet adequate measure
of support provided.

Research into the Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome is part and parcel of our entire
child health research effort. While further
exploring the physiology of the young Child,
we may come to understand the interrela
tionship of prematurity, the infant's response
to the stresses of labor, temperature, sleep
physiology, Infection, etc. and the relation
ship of each to SIDS. Prematurity, postnatal
asphyxia, and congenital malformatIons ac
count for more than half of the deaths of
children under one year of age. The majority
of these Instances occur during the perinatal
period (twentieth week of gestation thru
twenty-eighth day of life), while SIDS ac
counts for the majority of deaths among in
fants beyond one month of age. There is a
correlation among these phenomenon, and a
greater understanding of one will enhance
our knOWledge to deal more effectively with
early Hfe.

The Academy would recommend that the
Administration and the Congress identify
child health research as a national priority,
and that these efforts be particularly dI
rected at the perinatal perIod and postnatal
perIods (through one year of age). The dedI
cation of our financial resources to research
should be viewed not as an effort to save
a life, but to save a lifetIme; not as an effort
to eHmIna;te a disease or conquer a handicap,
but as an effort to Improve the quallty of
llfo for all Americans.

The corollary of this must also be men
tioned (only in passIng), for not all within
our capacIty now to prevent or eliminate has
gotten off the shelf and has reached the peo
ple. Health care for many Is wanting, dis
eases which should have been ellminated run
rampant, and our capacity to train qualified
professIonals and allled health personnel has
not been taxed. While research Is important,
the entire compendium of actiVities in child
health must be more fUlly supported: in
cluding service programs and training ac
tIVities.

NICHD has been attentive to meeting its
responsib1l1tles to support outside research
efforts,and It has supported professional and
public education actIvltics. The 1963 and
1969 Conferences supported by NICHD are
further tangIble manIfestations of our fed
eral government's responsiveness to meeting
its responsib1l1ties. However, in cons.equence
of the paucity of fundable applications for
SInS research, the Academy would recom
mend that an extensive intramural research
effort be developed by NICHD, facllltes be
allocated, and traIned personnel be engaged
to foster quality work.

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

The Academy Itself has attempted to be
responsive In the area of professIonal educa
tion regarding SIDS. Our official publication

1.2 All infants.

1.4 Do.
2.2 Exclusively twins.
2.3 All infants.

12.55 Do.
• 2. 87 Da.

3.00 Do.

Number
per 1,000

live births SUbjects

the only unit within the Legislative Branch
which ident1fles Its relationship to chIldren
and youth in Its very title.

Mr. ChaIrman, if I were to leave today
having imparted through my presentation
only one impression, I would hope that it
might be this: Chlldren must have greater
vIsIbility within our national prioritIes.
There are many impediments which deprive
children of a fUll share of Ufe; they must be
more closely scrutinized, and more vigorous
efforts must be mounted to conquer them.
SUdden Infant Death Syndrome, which we
are to discuss today, is but one example of
a phenomenon affecting children which must
become the object of relentless efforts to
understand and overcome.

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS)
claims one of every 330 infants. Although
there are seasonal variations in the incidents,
the magnitUde of thIs dIsease might be even
more greatly appreciated If expressed in the
daily toll of young Uves-which is approxi
mately twenty-seven, or if expressed in the
term of approximately 190 deaths per week.
How long might such a situation be tolerated
Without an indication of a commitment to
reduce these incidents. Well, today there is a
great restlessness wIthin government, within
the medical community and among the
pubUc; a restlessness which is making it
abundantly clear that greater attentIon must
be devoted to the number one k11ler of chIl
dren between one month and one year of
age. These proceedingI' are but one mani
festation of that concern.

Crib death is not yet preventable, there
are no symptoms, there is no known treat
ment. Although the correlation of Informa
tion from research efforts is helpIng us to
better understand this phenomenon, none
theless SIDS Is one of medicIne's mysterIes
yet to be solved. The scientific community
has been perplexed, but it has not given up.
Within the medical community, our informa
tion has been scanty, and our understand
Ing at best has been Incomplete. But much
the same way cancer research and the con
quest of outer space have challenged this
nation, so too must we zero In our efforts to
understand more fully the developmental
phenomenon of the fetus, growth and devel
opment of the newborn, the early Ufe process
and the InterrelationshIp of these varIous
facets wIth man's envIronment. ThereIn we
are likely to find the answers we seek.

A task of this magnItude and nature Is not
beyond our ability. One need only look at
our efforts in the space program, wherein
an ideal envIronment has been· manufac
tured for our astronauts travelIng beyond
the influences of earth. Truly a remarkable
feat. Yet, we note how much we must stUI
uncover regarding man's first environment
intrauterine Hf8--and how much there is
stlll to be done in perinatal biology and con
quering the causes of infant mortality. The
question Is not can we do It, the Issue is
whether we have the will to do it-the will
as a nation to commIt our resources to as-

us to believe that a careful examination of
death cert1flcates for the entire United States
would yield useful and valid data on the
incidence of SIDS.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would be
happy to answer any questions you may have.

Place

Olmstead County, Minn.
(MaiO Clinic).

England and Wales (overall) _
England and Wales (overall) _
Northern lIeland • _
Philadelphia •
Seattle••• __ ._. _
Canada__• • • •

Year

1969

1965
1965
1968
1968
1966
1967

TABLE Hr.-Sudden unexpected death in in
fants: Etiologic theories other than those
involving the heart'

PRINCIPAL HYPOTHESIS

Mechanical suffocation.
Respiratory infectIon plus abnormal re

sponse.
AntIgen hypersensitivity.
SUBSIDIARY HYPOTHESES AND PARTICULAR

EXPLANATIONS

Thymic death.
FUlminating septicemia.
SuffocatIon by mIlk feeds or vomit.
Mass viscerovisceral reflex.
Low serum gammaglobulin.
Adrenal InSUfficiency.
Anaphylactic pUlmonary edema.
Renal anaphylaxis.
Protein intOXIcation.
Enteritis-enterocolitis.
Laryngo- and bronchospasm.
Pulmonary thrombi.
Thymus dysfunction.

'Taken from Froggatt, et al: Amer. J. Car
diology, 22:457, 1968.

Author

Fillgibbons et aL ._ • .- __. _

Ministry of Health of Great Britain _
Carpenter _
Froggalt et al.. •• _
Valdh-Dapena et al... • _
Peterson •• _
Sleele et al.. • • • _
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Pediatrics Is the principal professional pUb
lication for physicians caring for children
and at least a half dozen references to SIDS
may be found In the past few years. Much
the same as quality research applications are
wanting, so too there Is a paucity of writings.

Within the past few months a Committee
of the Academy has been charged to prepare
a statement on SIDS for the pediatric com
munIty. Although the work Is not yet com
pleted, I understand the statement wlll dis
cuss the lack of professional education, the
physician's role to counsel victim parents so
that self Incrimination might be averted, and
the need for humane treatment of family
members.

I anticipate the promulgation of this state
ment among the Academy members will be
accompanied by a recommendation to our
state chapters that they Identify and estab
lish liaison with the principal parent groups,
and become more actively Involved with this
problem within the community.

Since SIDS Is a phenomenon occurring at
home, attempts must be made to have phy
sicians at teaching hospitals and medical cen
ters become more Interested In work in this
field. Hopefully renewed emphasis placed
upon SIDS by the AAP wlll stimulate Inter
est in research efforts by the academic and
research community. Along these lines, the
utl11zatlon of hospital pediatric departments
and medical schools for autopsies may help
to provide more complete Information on
SIDS.

PUBLIC EDUCATION
The contribution which might best be

made by the Academy In the area of public
education, In addition to our cooperative
efforts with government and parent groups,
is to continue to stress the value of prenatal
care, proceed with our program of education
regarding parental care of children, and con
tinue to emphasize the value of health su
pervision and preventive medicine. Until we
know more about SIDS, we must simply
continue to help parents understand the
essentials of good child care.

The federal government might continue
to play a role in supporting periodic con
ferences and publishing timely reports and
articles. Although we have not explored the
feaslblllty of a 'federal agency becoming the
cornerstone of a nationwide program to as
sist SIDS parents, the Oftlce of Child Devel
opment in the Oftlce of the Secretary of HEW
might develop a program capable of re
sponding to the needs of SIDS parents with
appropriate and timely information. Per
haps simply augmenting the efforts of SIDS
parent groups and aiding them in education
efforts o'f parents and professionals would be
suftlclent. Even though no cure is Immedi
ately at hand, parents who In the past have
spent hellish dawns blaming themselves may
find it easier to live with an explanation
rather than onIy With an unanswerable Why.

There also may be a role for government
In the education and training of personnel
who most frequently come in contact with
parents soon after· tragedy strikes, such as
poUce, corners and medical examiners, physi
cians, social workers, and perhaps attorneys.
The objective of such an educational effort
would be to assure respectful and humane
treatment of family members.
. The. peculiar nature of smS Is such that
it strikes without warning. There Is no pre
vention, there is nothing which the parent
can do to avert its coming. Consequently,
we .endorse the approach of the Children's
Bureau of not discussing SIDS In Its pub
Ucatlons for parents. Other than to raise
apprehension and fear, there Is little to be
benefited.

It Is appropriate at this point to acknowl
edge the tremendous efforts of the parent
groups, most notably The National Founda
tion for Sudden Infant ~eath. Inc. I wish
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to express my high admiration for parents
who have experienced SIDS and who are
dlllgently working to somewhat Ughten the
burden and grief for other parents.

DATA
Incidents of SIDS should be reported, but

measures must be taken to facl11tate data
collection. The Academy Is considering the
feasibl11ty of recommending that SIDS be
classified as a term in the Internatl..onal
Classification of Diseases and that cases be
reported and recorded. I anticipate we will
be exploring this Issue with the National
Center for Health Statistics In the coming
months.

Earlier I alluded to the need for the medi
cal community to become more deeply In
volved and interested In this disease. The
potential for unlocking the mystery of SIDS
through a greater participation of hospital
and medical center based physicians cannot
be underestimated. At this time we are un
able to recommend whethel'> a nationwide
standard procedure might be developed, such
as the program In Washington State, wherein
the medloal Institution plays an Important
role by performing autopsies on deceased
persons under three years of age. Certainly
this Is an avenue which might be further
explored and hopefully wlll be discussed by
other witnesses. Perhaps two needs now
existing are (1) standardization In procedure
and agreement upon the criteria for post
mortem diagnosis and (2) the need for
autopsies among all unexplained Infarut
deathS.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for this
opportunity to appear here today OIl behalf
of the American Academy of Pediatrics. I w1ll
be sure that you are kept apprised of our
efforts In this field, and you have our pledge
of further cooperation and assistance when.
ever possible. If you or other members of
the Subcommittee have questions, I will be
pleased to attempt answering them. Thank
you.

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME
(Statement by

Senator LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR.)
JANUARY 25, 1972.

I am honored to have the opportunity
today to introduce representatives of an
organization that has provided support to
thousands of fammes whose children have
died of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.

Nine years ago I was present at the found·
Ing of the Mark Addison Roe Foundation, the
predecessor of the National Foundation for
Sudden Infant Death. The original founda
tion was formed by my friends, Mr. and
Mrs. Jedd Roe, following the crib death of
their Infant son, Mark. Their tragic experi
ence In losing Mark and subsequent creation
of the fOundation has resulted over the years
In greater public awareness of Sudden Infant
Death and Its sad Implications for fam
ilies.

I only regret that despite the years of effort
by the Roes, the Foundation, the Interna
tional Guild for Infant Survival and other
dedicated Individuals, we still do not know
the cause of crib death. We know that 10,000
babies can be expected to die mysteriously
this year; and that we will be able neither
to predict nor prevent these innocent deaths
and so we know that much work remaIns to
be done.

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for taking
an Interest In this serious problem, and for
bringing It to the attention of your col
leagues In the Senate and the general public.

I am pleased now to Introduce Dr. Abraham
Bergman and Mrs. Judie Choate, who serve
respectively as President and Executive Ad
ministrator of the National Foundation for
Sudden Infant Death.

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME IN THE
UNITED STATES

(Testimony of Abraham B. Bergman, M.D.)
MR. CHAmMAN : I am Abraham B. Bergman,

M.D., President of the National Foundation
for Sudden Infant Death. I am Director ot
Outpatient Services at ChUdren's Orthopedic
Hospital and Medical Center and Associate
Professor of Pediatrics and Health Services
at the UnIversity of Washington In Seattle.

I first want to express my deepest appreci
ation to you, sir, on behalf of all of us inter
ested In the problem ot SUdden Infant death.
The very fact that you have convened these
hearings In the United States Senate on this
tragically neglected problem Is a signal event
which could well mark the turning point in
efforts to remove the destructive veil of Ignor
ance whIch surrounds the disease.

WHAT IS THE SUDDEN INFANT DEATH
SYNDROME?

Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) Is
best defined by describing a typical case. An
apparently healthy infant, usually between
the ages of three weeks and sIx monthS, Is
put to bed Without the slightest suspicion
that things are out of the ordinary. He may
have signs of a slight cold. SOme time later,
without any warning, the Infant Is discov
ered lifeless. The autopsy reveals a minor de
gree of InflammatIon of the upper respiratory
tract and some congestion of the lungs.
Otherwise, there are no lesions suftlc:lent to
account for death. In about 10% of cases
where Infants die suddenly and unexpect
edly, a definite cause of death is Identified
at autopsy, such as a bacterial InfectIon, an
Infiammatlon of the heart or bleeding in the
brain. All of these can cause sudden death,
and such children should not be considered
to have SIDS. ApproXimately 90%, therefore.
of Infants who die SUddenly and unexpect
edly are victims of a disease which we call
sudden Infant death syndrome.

INCIDENCE
We estimate that approximately 10,000 In

fants a year die In the UnIted States of SIDS.
This figure was derived from communities
where all Infant deaths were carefully mon
Itored (e.g. PhiladelphIa, Cleveland. Beattie,
San Diego, Kingston. Ontario; Belfast.
Northern Ireland; Prague, Czechoslavakia).
InterestIngly, the incidence of three per 1,000
live births, or one out of every three hun
dred babies, seems to be constant in all of
these communities spread around the globe.
An interesting exception Is a stUdy from
Olmstead County. Minnesota where an ex
ceptionally low rate of 1.2 cases per 1,000 live
birthS was recorded. The figure 10,000 then
Is reached by plugging in the total num
ber of birthS per year In the United States.
(A map estimating the number of crib
deaths In each state for the year 1969 Is at
tached to this testimony.)

How does this figure compare to other
causes of death In children. The largest
group of infants Who die, do so during the
first week from complications of prematurity.
When the first week of life Is exclUded, how
ever, SIDS ranks by far as the greatest cause
of death during the first year of life and
second only to accidents as the greatest killer
under age fifteen years. SIDS outranks
deathS from all types of birth defects in
cludIng heart disease. Over twice as many
children die of SIDS than cancer. (A table
showing the causes of death in children in
King County, Washington for a three year
period Is attached.)

HISTORY OF SIDS
SIDS Is not a new disease. References are

made to "overlaying" in the Bible. A Scottish
physician by the name of Templeman wrote
an article about SIDS in the Edinburgh Medi
cal Journal In 1892. Regretfully, he described
his cases as suffocation, ascribing the cause to
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carelessness of parents. Because of the aura
of mystery which has surrounded this condi
tion both among the lay public and medical
profession, virtually all parents feel them
selves to be responsible for their child's death.
The resultant toll of broken spirits and
mental Illness from needless guilt reactions
has been enormous.

Theories have abounded to explain why
preViously well Infants are suddenly found
dead In their cribs. The first international
conference on the causes of sudden death in
infants held In Seattle in 1963 marked a '
turning point in SIDS research. What llttle
organized research that had been conducted
took place mostly In overworked and under
financed coroner's offices. To this day, the
amount of research being conducted on SIDS
is still minuscule in relation to Its Impor
tance.
THE TWO INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES ON SIDS

The two International conferences In 1963
and 1969, both sponsored by the National In
stitute of Child Health and Human Develop
ment, were extraordinarily productive.

The proceedings of the first conference In
1963 were notable for cataloging and critically
evaluating available theories about sudden
infant death and charting pathways of future
research needed to answer the questions
raised. At that first conference it was not pos
sible even to say that sudden infant death
syndrome was a distinct disease entity. Sev
eral of the research paths recommended at
the 1963 conference were subsequently fol
lowed resulting In significant advances, par
ticularly In the fields of epidemiology; pa
thology and virology. By the time of the
second International conference in 1969, held
near Seattle, it was finally possible to say that
sudden Infant death syndrome Is a real dis
ease entity that is readily definable and not
some vague mystery killer.

KNOWN FACTS ABOUT sms
In epidemiology we learned that the inci~

dence of one out of 300 live born babies was
amazingly constant in different parts of the
world. SIDS Is more apt to occure in babies
born prematurely and In those IIving In over
crowded conditions. We learned about the
peculiar age Incidence, namely, that It rarely
occurs before the age three weeks or after
eight months. The peak Incidence is at the
two or three month age period. It occurs
more often in winter months and almost
always during sleep.

The distinguished pathologists at the con
ference spelled out the criteria whereby a
positive diagnosis of SIDS could be made. No
unusual or expensive tests are required. The
diagnosis can be made on a routine type of
post mortem examination. Finally, it was
shown that no single killer virus Is Involved;
the same viruses that cause common colds
are associated with SIDS.

As was also the case at the first confer
ence, future research pathways were recom
mended. Among them being, the need to
come up with some type of animal model of
SIDS and concentration In elucidating the
exact mechanism of death. Also, as was the
case following the first conference, the pro
ceedings were edited, pUblished and widely
disseminated throughout the scientific com
munity. These two pUbIlcatlons,both sub
sidized by NICHD, are Invaluable resources
for all who seek knowledge about the disease.

CURRENT STATUS OF RESEARCH

My colleagues, Drs. J. Bruce BeckWith, C.
George Ray, and I, in Seattle, have studied
every single case of sudden infant death syn
drome occurring In our area since January I,
1965. To date, we have Intensively investi
gated approximately 470 cases. We feel that
SIDS occurs because of a SUdden closure of
vocal cords during sleep shutting off the air
way. For reasons that I shall not detail here,
we feel that this catastrophic event is medi
ated through nerves that control the vocal

cord and that the presence of a viral Infec
tion somehow causes them to be more sensi
tive and susceptible to spasm. Certainly not
all Investigators agree with us. Others, such
as Dr. Edward Shaw in San Francisco, feel
that the airway suddenly becomes obstructed
at a higher level than the vocal cord and
that the babies who die are those who have
not learned to open their mouths when their
nasal passages close. Still other Investiga
tors feel that something goes wrong with the
nerves that control the heart.

I report two very hopeful developments
that should certainly be classed as prelimi
nary observations. Dr. Alfred Stelnschneider
at the Upstate Medical Center In Syracuse
who has long studied the development of the
autonomic nervous system in infants has
found distinct changes in the behavior of
certain Infants at the two to three month
age period during sleep while they have colds.
This and other observations have led to the
plannIng by NIH of an important collabora
tive study by sleep physiologists (scientists
who stUdy different bodily functions during
sleep) in Los Angeles and New York.

At the University of Washington, Dr. Or
vllle Smith, a physiologist who heads the
Primate Center, and his associates have ob
served that some infant monkeys die during
sleep. Dr. Beckwith, a pathologist, has found
their autopsy findings closely resemble those
of human infants dying of SIDS. I should
emphasize that a great deal more work must
be done to confirm these preliminary find
Ings. But If, In fact, they pan out, we could
have our long sought after animal modei of
SIDS. Drs. Ray, Smith and Beckwith plan to
make intensive observations on the infant
monkeys In an attempt to simulate SIDS, a
requisite step before possible preventive
measures can be postulated.

FEDERAL SUPPORT OF SUDDEN INFANT DEATH
RESEARCH

Mr. Chairman, I am of two minds about
the adequacy of research support for SIDS.
Firstly, I am extremely gratefUl for what NIH
has done In the past and yet believe a great
deal more could have been done and, Indeed,
should be done In the future. From its very
Inception, the National Institute of Ohlld
Health amd Human Development has placed
a top priority on supporting research into
sudden Infant death. As I mentioned previ
ously, NIH sponsored both international con
ferences and supported the publishing of the
proceedings. In fiscal year 1971, NICHD sup
ported forty-three extramural research grants
pertinent to SIDS totaling about $1.8 mil
lion. One grant, the one In seattle with Dr.
Ray as the principal Investigator, is the only
one directed specifically to the cause of SIDS.
The others are In areas of research that have
been identified by scientists working in the
field as being relevant to SIDS.

To my knoWledge, NIH has never turned
down a request for funds for a qualified re
search project In SIDS. What does that
mean? It has to do with the review mech
anism for grants at NIH which I whole
heartedly support. All applications are
studied by panels of dlstlnguished scientists,
respected by their peers, outSide of govern
ment service. These panels, called study sec
tions, eValuate Whether the purposes of a
proposed study are worthwhile, Whether the
proposed methods are likely to achieve the
desired resUlts, and whether those making
the proposal possess the necessary expertise
to do what they say they want to do. Though,
doubtless, mistakes have been made, this
system of passing upon grants has received
universal acclaim In the scientific commu
nity; and I submit that it Is the only way
In which taxpayers money can wisely be
spent In scientific research.

I can also testify that the fir~t Director of
the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development, Dr. Robert Aldrich,
now Vice President for Health Affairs at the
University of Colorado, and his successor, ~he

present Director, Dr. Gerald LaVeck, have
had deep personal commitment to SIDS re
search. The problem simply has been that
scientists capable of performing quality re
search work, for the most part, have re
mained Ignorant about the very exlstance of
SIDS and have not turned their attention
to Its solution.

Could more have been done? Certainly!
When it was known that there were not
enough qUalified Investigators workIng In the
infant death field, active efforts to solicit
them should have been made. The Institute
should have taken the initiative In con
tracting for scientific work that needed to
be done Instead of passively Waiting for
grant applications to come in. In the last
few months, this effort Is finally being made;
the collaborative study In sleep physiology
Is one result.

What about funds? That's big problem.
Though the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development received
an Increase in Its budget during the past
fiscal year, most of it went for population re
search. There was no increase In funds for
child health research.

Frankly, the supporters of child health re
search carry very little clout either With the
people who draw up the NIH bUdget, the
Office of Management and Budget or you
legislators up here on the Hill. Though this
hearing was not called to examine how re
search priorities are decided in the United
States, It Is Interesting to note that there is
no research going on in accident prevention
and only a miniscule amount of research on
SIDS, the two big killers of children. I would
venture to guess that this has something to
do with the fact that those who make bud
getary decisions are either heading Into or
already In their golden years. Kids don't votet

HUMAN ASPECTS OF sms
Mr. Chairman, I have talked about the sci

entific aspects of sudden infant death syn
drome; I shOUld now like to turn to the hu
man aspects. While much has been learned
from research in the past decade and future
prospects look hopeful, Virtually no progress
whatsoever has been made In the handling
of suddden infant death cases in the United
States. Virtually every parent whose infant
dies suddenly and unexpectedly feels respon
sible for that death. The aura of mystery that
surrounds crib death services only to rein
force and perpetuate this needless guilt.
Moreover, the callous and inhumane handling
of sudden Infant death cases throughout the
United States wreaks an Incredibly large toll
of broken spirits. Ten thousand infants
perish every year In this country: they are
gone. Ten thousand sets of gUilty, grief
stricken parents, however, are created every
year and they live on.

Earlier I described a typical clinical picture
of a case of SIDS. Now let me describe how
that typical case is probably handled. When
an infant Is discovered lifeless, a call for help
goes out responded to by pollee or firemen.
Frantic resuscitation efforts are undertaken
whlle the shocked parents hover In the back
ground. A thoughtless comment like "it looks
like another case of suffocation" or "prob
ably choked on his food" are uttered.

Being that all sudden unexpected deaths
come under the jurisdiction of a medical
examiner or coroner, the body Is removed to
the local morgue. Police detectives come by
to "just ask a few questions." "Old the baby
give you any trouble?" "Could the other kids
In the famlly have hit it?" Maybe an autopsy
Is performed and maybe not. A coroner's in
quest is held. "What kind of care did you
give this baby?" The verdict comes back,
"death by SUffocation," "smothering," "over
laying," "aspiration." The results of the au
topsy may come back a week, two weeks, a
month, six months. a year later.

The wife of a young doctor In Chicago last
summer tearfully handed me a crumpled
piece of paper labeled "death certificate" and
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asked me what the words meant. On it were
the words "tracheo-bronchitls." There had
been a public coroner's inquest. I asked her
what her husband thought and she dissolved
in more tears. "He won't talk about it." If
this type of treatment Is afforded physician's
families, picture if you wlll a fam11y in an
urban ghetto or on an Indian reservation.
Picture a family where there is no father in
the home, or where a babysitter was involved.
It's ugly!

A woman called me from St. Louis last
week asking for help. Her baby's death cer
tificate read "aspiration pneumonia." I asked
her if she had discussed the matter with her
physician. She broke down and cried and
said, "Why do you think I'd be call1ng you
long distance in Seattle If I were able to talk
to my physician; he refuses to speak to me."
Lest the members of this Committee feel that
I am exaggerating, I would respectfully invite
you to examine the hundreds of letters that
the National Foundation receives every
month-letters that break one's heart.

Such letters break my heart because it Is
all so needless. The fact that survivors of
crib death victims in the United States are
treated like criminals is a national disgrace.
With our present state of knowledge, crib
death itself is neither predictable nor pre
ventable. The divorces, the mental lllnesses,
the torment of unrelieved gUilt are com
pletely preventable. How? By the humane
handling of infant death cases.

WHAT CONSTITUTES HUMANE TREATMENT?

Mr. Chairman, no longer should we have to
tolerate callous coroners' or medical examin
ers' administrative procedures whereby fam
1l1es are kept waiting months for autopsy
results or subjected to cruel inquests. Sud
den infant death syndrome must be rec
ognized as a disease entity. No fam11y should
be denied autopsies because' of lack of funds.
No longer shOUld we have to tolerate the lack
of instruction about sudden infant death
among health professionals. Without knowl
edge there will be no impetus for new re
search nor will young health professionals be
prepared to deal with the syndrome should It
occur during the course of their careers. Every
doctor in the United States should be pre
pared to offer the fam11y more than the con
solation of "these things just happen."

The National Foundation for Sudden In
fant Death proposes a standardized proce
dure in every community in the United States
for the handling of cases of infants who die
suddenly and unexpectedly that is both com
passionate and medically sound. Autopsies
must be performed and parents promptly
informed of the results. The criteria for the
diagnosis of sudden infant death syndrome
shOUld be disseminated to coroners and medi
cal examiners throughout the United States,
and the term "sudden infant death syn
drome" shOUld be utlllzed on death certif
icates.

Every famlly should receive authoritative
information about SIDS from a physician,
nurse or other health professional who is
both knowledgeable about the disease and
skilled in dealing with characteristic grief
reaction. These services should not be denied
to familles because of lack of funds.

I regret to inform the Committee that the
Department of Health, Education and Wel
fare, with its mUlti-bUlIon dollar bUdget, has
been totally derellct in dealing with the hu
man suffering created by sudden infant
death. Strong action by this Committee would
do much to alter their neglectful posture.

A major effort should be undertaken to in
crease the amount of research being con
ducted on SIDS by the National Institute of
Chlld Health and Human Development. Con
sideration should be given to the establlsh
ment of regional infant death research cen
ters. SUch centers could perform autopsies
on infants from localltles that lack adequate
facUlties and provide skilled counsellng for

fam1l1es. Technical assistance could be pro
vided to coroners and medical examiners of
fices from these centers and, of course, the
research effort in infant death would be
boosted tremendously.

The major goal of our Foundation is that
physicians and other health professionals,
as well as the lay publlc possess sufficient
knowledge about sudden infant death syn
drome so that famllies who lose babies feel
no more gullty than those who lose chlldren
to heart disease, cancer or meningitis. I re
spectfUlly submit that this objective is read
11yachievable.

Thank you for the privllege of appearing
before you. .
TABLE IV.--Causes of death of children in

King County during 1965-67, demon
strating the numerical significance of SIDS

First year (excluding first week of
life) :

SUdden Infant Death Syndrome____ 139
Congentlal Malformations .,_____ 66
Diseases of Early Infancy ~_____ 47
Influenza and Pneumonia_________ 36
Accidents 24

First 14 years (excluding first week of
life) :

Accidents 192
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome___ 139
Congenital Malformations__________ 110
Mallgnant Neoplasms______________ 63
Influenza and Pneumonia__________ 41

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME

(By JUdLth Choate)
The National Foundation for Sudden In

fant Death, Inc., established in 1962 as the
Mark Addison Roe Foundation, Inc., was the
flrst lay organization to propose a plan of
public education about the sudden infant
death syndrome as well as to provide under
standing and information to SIDS fam1l1es.
The NFSID was begun by parents who had
lost an infant to the syndrome and SIDS
famllles continue to be the major contrib
utors to its growth. Volunteer parents,
officers and Board of Trustees have led the
Foundation from a famlly basement office
in Connecticut to national headquarters in
New York City, offering support and in
formation to parents across the country;
guidance to seventeen established chapters
(plus many in formation); factuaillterature
to the general publiC, medical and allled
health organizations; promotion of SIDS
educational projects and aid to quallfied
research projects.

The financial support of these same volun
teers has kept its literature free of charge
and paid the salary of the one staff member.
The concern of the knowledgable volunteer
worker holding out a hand to others in time
of crisis has alleviated the gUilt and grief
most often associated with SIDS for thou
sands of other SIDS familles.

I began my work with the National
Foundation for Sudden Infant Death, Inc.
in 1965 after the death of my healthy, thriv
Ing five month old son. He was found dead
in his crib in the early morning after his
normal night time sleep. Unlike most fami
lies who are faced with the death of their
infant to SIDS, we were aware of both "crib
death" and the Foundation. We immediately
notified the fire and police resuscitating units
and our own pediatrician, and it was, of
course, useless.

If we had not been aware of the problem,
our case would be much llke the cases of
most fammes in the United States. Our
baby's body was left in our house, in a closed
room, with a policeman guarding the door
until late in the afternoon at which time a
medical investigator from the Medical Ex
aminer's office interviewed us and observed
the baby. If a death is unexpected and un
explained, one Is, at first, suspect; and we
were, in fact, suspected of criminal neglect

and not treated as parents grieving over the
death of their child. We were asked such
questioJ;ls as "How many times did you hit
the baby?", "Did your other chUd choke or
in any way abuse the Infant?", "Did you let
your dog bite the baby?" If we had not been
confident that our chlld was a victim of
SIDS, one can Imagine the gullt and self
accusation such questions can elllcit as is
the case for most faInllies.

In the seven years I have been Involved
In the work of the National Foundation for
Sudden Infant Death, I have spoken to, con
soled and Informed hundreds of families,
Famllies who have not only suffered the loss
of a loved Infant but agonized over their own
feellngs of responslblllty for it, the ignorance
of their communities, the accusations of in
fanticide by neighbors or relatives, the lack
of knowledge of their physicians and count
less other emotional strains. In many areas of
the United States autopsies are not per
formed on SIDS Victims. In others, if they
are performed, a substantial fee Is charged
the family. It is the rule rather than the ex
ception that fammes must wait months to
hear the results of an autopsy from a medi
cal examiner's or coroner's office. The latter
was made especially poignant recently when
I received a call from a mother who had
seen me on a local television show. She had
lost a son on the same day and in the same
year that I had and, seven years later, is
stlll waiting to hear from the medical ex
aminer's office as to the cause of death. All
of these only reinforce the natural guilt that
parents feel after losing an infant suddenly,
unexpectedly and with no explanation.

Each day, we receive correspondence from
fammes in every area of the United States
who have lost chlldren to the Budden infant
death syndrome asking for help and infor
mation. Fammes who feel abandoned by
their communities and by their physicians.
I quote, "Do you think I klIled my baby or
did she really die from 'crib death' and what
Is 'crib death'? Please help me, I don't want
to kill my new baby." "It wasn't untll a few
months ago, two years after our daughter's
death, that we found out about your orga
nization. It is a long time to go around won
dering and feeling guilty." "The guilt we feel
is tremendous, please help us." "We had an
autopsy performed. They listed the cause of
death as 'bronchial pneumonia' which the.
doctor said was a common use for 'crib
deaths'. Why would they say 'bronchial
pneumonia' if It was 'crib death'? Why don't
they say 'SUdden Infant death syndrome'?"
"Our pediatrician said 'She's dead, what do
you want me to do?' "

"The police beat us to the emergency room
and the homicide detective began question
Ing me even before the doctor had pro
nounced the baby dead."

Only time and concerted research efforts
will find a cause and cure for the syndrome;
however, much can be done now to alleviate
the gullt and snspiclon of the victim famlly.
Particularly with involvement of national,
state and local governments to promote SIDS
research, upgrade autopsy procedures, dis
seminate the criteria for the post mortem
diagnosis of SIDS to coroners and medical
examiners throughout the country, to en
force the use of the term "sudden Infant
death syndrome" on death certificates, dis
tribute authoritative information through
health departments, coroner's and medical
examiner's offices and law enforcement agen
cies and to insure that no family is as
sumed gullty of criminal neglect until such
accusations are proven, the burden of the
victim family wlll be eliminated.

The National Foundation for Sudden In
fant Death, Inc. asks that each and every
family experiencing an SIDS be given the
chance to face the death with knOWledge
and dignity. We have pledged our entire
resources to this end. We request the as
sistance of all agencies and individuals con-
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cerned with the welfare of not only the child,
but the entire family unit, to help us make
dignity a part of the lives of 10,000 families
a year.

STATEMENT FOR HEARING ON "SUDDEN INFANT
DEATH SYNDROME"

(By Frank Hennigan)
On the morning of August 5, 1969, my wIfe

and I rose from our bed and set about our
da.lly routines. While I was shaving, Diana,
my wIfe, checked on our still sleeping six
children (aged 10 years to 7 months) only
to find, to her horror, that our infant son
was apparently dead.

In my panic, I seized the child from her
arms and screamed for her to get the keys
to the car. I ran outside to the car, yelling
all the way for her to hurry. While waiting
for Diana, I attempted to give mouth to
mouth resuscitation but Jimmy'S jaws and
lips were tightly drawn together. I laid him
down on the car's front hood and jammed
the fingers of both my hands Into his mouth
and forced it open. I knew he was dead but
my emotions still ruled over my intellect
and I again attempted mouth to mouth re
suscitation. I continued this activity as my
Wife drove to the hospital. Needless to say,
there was no positive response from my
chlld-only a sound resembllng pulmonary
edema caused by my own breath being forced
into his lungs.

At the hospital, it was immediately obvi
ous to those unemotional, unexcitable calm
'''professlonal'' medical authorities th~t th~
child was dead and therefore there was a
more interesting subject to be discussed.
"Had the chlld fallen?" "Were there symp
toms of illness? Etc." The doctor who pro
nounced Jimmy "Dead On Arrival" stated to
me that "He looks like he's been squeezed.
How about that, Mr. Hennigan?" My answer
was "Go to Hell '"

We returned home and told our remain
ing children the sad news and set about
making funeral arrangements. A few hours
later we were notified that the dead child
we had just taken to the hospital was now
at the city morgue and that we were obl1ged
to report there and identify the body. Un
der the circumstances, I felt this was ex
tremely cruel as well as unnecessary but, of
course, we did as directed.

About mid-afternoon, we noticed an un
marked car pull up in front of our house
and a man get out and head toward our door.
He had no jacket on. The thing that made
him look conspicuous was the revolver
jammed down, half exposed, under his belt.
He introduced himself as Detective Goldberg
of the Criminal Investigations Department
and explained that it was his job to deter
mine whether there was foul play involved
in the death of our child. His line of ques
tioning was typical of what Joe Friday em
ploys on "Dragnet". I was asked "When you
saw your child was not breathing, Why didn't
you call the fire department?" My answer
was "Because the house wasn't on fire. I
thought ,my son needed a doctor not a fire
man."

In Detective Goldberg'S report Which was
read at the Coroner's Jury Inquest he stated
words to the effect that "Mr. and Mrs. Hen
nigan have five other chlldren. They appeared
to be well fed and cared for. There was no
evidence of abuse or maltreatment. They were
clean and well-clothed. The house was neat
and fully furnished. There was every indica
tion of a pleasant harmonious household."
We were told that there would be an in
quest in a few weeks which would require
our presence.

The cruelest part of this Whole nightmare
was the inquest. I asked that my wIfe be
spared this additional assault to her emo
tional stabIlity and mercifUlly, she was ex
cused. The supposItion Is that a panel of
experts, formIng a jury, is to I1sten to aU
the facts associated with the death of the
chlld and then decIde Whether the evidence

warrants prosecutIon. In actual fact, the
coroner's jury consIsts of aging polltical ap
pointees who are neither expert in law nor
medicine and who rubber stamp the conclu
sIons made by the States Attorney's ofllce.

I stood tearfully as the ofllcial read the
"facts"-"Cauca.slan male, two feet, four
Inches long, twenty eight pounds; no socIal
securIty number cerebral spinal fluId
negative for arsenIc eVidence of healed
fractured rib probably sustained at deliv
ery ..." HIs conclusIon, following his state
ment of all the facts, was that there was
"No eVidence of foul play." The jury retired
to their deliberatIon room and returned
WIthIn five minutes to report theIr agree
ment that Indeed no crIme had been com
mitted.

My feeling is that It is a crIme to subject
loving parents, grieving for their child who
has been stricken by "crib death," to such
treatment. Sudden unexpected death in
children should not be handled by the Intern
on duty in the hospItal emergency room and
the disposItion of the body left to clerIcal
aIds. An elected coroner speaks well for hIs
own personal charm but.says nothing for hIs
qualificatIons as a forensIc pathologIst.

It Is my understandIng that in a MedIcal
Examiner's System as opposed to. Chicago's
Coroner's System children who are receIved
"Dead on ArrIVal" at any hospital must be
examined by a forensIc pathologist on the
spot. If, in hIs opinion, based on both medi
cal and legal training, there is need for legal
action, so be it but for an intern, fresh out
of medical school who has had no training
about or contact with Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome, to be playing detective is ludi
crous. A Medical Examiner's System, with
quallfied and knowledgeable pathologists,
will save hundreds of parents who are con
fronted with this dread disease each year
from unnecessary and unwarranted criminal
investigatIons. As one can well imagine they
have enough to deal With managing to main
tain their sanity and marriage and famlly
and attempting to explain to their not too
understanding relatives how their happy,
healthy infant could possibly have died.

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME

(By Arthur A. Siegal)
On the evening of December 24, 1966, our

sixteen month old happy, healthy son,
Danny, was put to bed, along with his older
sister, at theIr usual bedtime after spending
a normally hectic day. I looked into his room
at apprOXimately 12 midnight before going
to bed and he was sleeping peacefully. Since
he was st1ll in a crib, he had kicked his
blanket off and I can remember covering him.

When I got up at 7:00 a.m. the followIng
morning, I went In to check the chlldren. I
first went ove,: to Danny's crIb and realized
that he was not breathIng. I pIcked him up
and llstened for a heart beat. There was
none. Danny was dead. Although I knew
ratIonally that he was dead, I called to my
brother-In-law, who was our houseguest, and
he trIed by mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to
revive hIm whlle I called the police and our
pediatrIcian. The police arrived wIthIn mIn
utes. My brother-in-law met them at our
front door with Danny and they (the pollee)
placed the mask of a resuscitation unit over
Danny's face and took him directly to the
Emergency Room of the hospital which was
five minutes from the house. My brother-in
law, wife, and I followed in our car.

We arrived at the hospital a few minutes
after the police, and were met at the
Emergency Room door by the nurse on duty
who simply said, "I'm serry:' The two police
men also expressed their Eympathy before
they left. We were treated with everv kir;d
ness but received no facts until cur' pedIa
trician arrived a few minutes later. He was
visibly badly shaken. He saId that he felt
that Danny had died from "crib death" and
asked that we allow an autopsy to be per
formed. He told us that he had had two

other "crib deaths" in his practice over
the last six years and continually stressed
that we were in no way to blame and that
his death could not have been predicted or
prevented.

We did, of course, allow the autopsy to be
performed and the results (which took ap
prOXimately 10 months to receive) revealed
all findings to be negative and the cause of
death was stated as "Hemorrhagie Pneu
monia" with sudden, unexpected death in
parenthesis.

As we had only lived in New Jersey a
Ehert time, we still maintained a very close
relationship with our pediatrician in New
York. When my wife called to tell him of
Danny'S death, he again assured us that we
were in no way to blame and that he had
had several SIDS in his own practice. In
fact, his brother, who was also a pediatrician,
lost his chUd to SIDS.

Both my wife and I were indeed fortunate
that on the day of Danny's death and the
days following, we were surrounded by in
formed, understanding and kind profes
sional people. We were also fortunate in the
fact that we had been aware of SIDS be
fore Danny died, and therefore could accept
the facts and not blame each other or our
selves for his death.

Even with the intellectual knOWledge that
there was not-hing we could have done, guilt
feellngs still occur especially when family
members and friends cannot accept the fact
that a beautifUl, healthy child is found dead
for no apparent reason.

None of our immediate family or close
friends had ever heard of SIDS and there was
then, and stlll is today, the doubt in some
of their minds that we were neglectfUl to our
son and that if we had been "better parents"
Danny might still be alive today. Many of our
friends, some of them who had children the
same age as Danny, could not handle the
situation and could not face us. As a matter
of fact, one couple never spoke to us again.

SIDS, as it's name implies, leaves the
immediate family with a "high grief" re
action. With SIDS there Is no extended ill
ness or time to prepare fer the child's death.
Death is instantaneous and in many cases is
not accepted until weeks later. Our oniy
strength came from the one fact that we
knew we were not to blame and that there
was nothing that could have been done to
save him.

ApprOXimately four weeks aHer Danny's
death, my sister-In-law sent us an article
entitled, "Crib Deaths: Search For A Mystery
Klller", that had appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post. This article mentioned the
Mark Addison Roe Foundation. My wife im
mediately called and was fortunate enough
to talk to Mrs. Judith Choate who is now the
Executive Director of the NFSID, and had
herself lost a son to SIDS. All the consolation
understanding and comfort given SIDS par~
ents by professionals and friends cannot re
place talking to another parent who has
experienced this tragedy.

In the years follOWing Danny's death, we
have been in contact with many famllles
whose chlldren have been the victims of
SIDS. Although we were fortunate in the
way our case was handled by the professional
people we had contact with, we seem to be
very much In the nunority. We know the
urgent need for public education about SIDS,
and for reforms in the Medical-Legal system
in regard to this disease.

SUDDEN IN~ANT DEATH

(Statement of the International Guild for
Infant SurVival, Inc., Baltimore, Md.)

Thank you, Senator, for this opportu
nity to exercise my participation in our
democratic form of government. According
ly, I speak before you as a private citizen, as
a father for his famlly, as a parent who has
personally experienced the tragedy of Sud
den Infant Death, and as President of The
International Guild for Infant Survival and
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Chairman of the International Council for
Infant Survival. In all these capadties, I
thank you and the Committee for your inter
est in what we call Sudden Infant Death
and for your holding this hearing. On behalf
of everyone I represent here today, we greatly
and gratefUlly appreciate your concern for
the very lives of our young chlldren.

I need not dwell on the characteristics and
detalls of Sudden Infant Death for I would
llke to assume we all understand sometWng
of its nature and tragedy. But I would like
to say a personal word for background pur
poses.

My famlly experienced our own Sudden
Infant Death tragedy when we suddenly lost
our daughter Suzanne on Wednesday, De
cember 4. 1963, a scant 12 days after the
tragic assassination of President Kennedy. If
you can recall the magnitude of your own
shock and our nation's grief at the loss of
this great leader, then you have some in
sight into the magnitude of our own per
sonal shock and grief at the loss of our
normal, healthy, beautiful little 2-month-old
girl! Multiply this by the thousands of simi
lar sudden deaths of equally precious babies
and you begin to obtain some idea of the
disastrous proportions and extent of this
major problem of infant mortality.

In trying to discover as much as possible
about this unknown klller of infants, we
were frustrated as individuals to learn that
llttle or notWng was being done anywhere to
get to the bottom of this phenomenon, and
that very, very few people, including phy
sicians and publlc health officials, knew any
thing about it. In fact, many never heard of
it before, or had some misconception about
it. So, In the true spirit of American to
getherness, friends and strangers banded
together for common purpose in pursuit of
this k11ler in our midst.

And so The Gulld for Infant Survival was
founded in Baltimore in late 1964 ... to fight
this killer, to help solve the mystery of SUd
den Infant Death, to eradicate it from the
face of the earth and save the lives of thou
sands of infants here in our own country
and around the world as well. From the be
ginning, we establlshed three main purposes:
to help fammes understand about Sudden
Infant Death and its ramifications, to edu
cate and arouse the general publlc to an
awareness of its seriousness and scope, to
support and encourage medical and scientific
interest and actiVity in the study of this
pUZzling mystery.

The Gulld for Infant Survival has grown to
]0 atflliated autonomous groups, 25 regional
representatives in various states and com
munities from coast to coast, pluS personal
or medical contacts in almost a dozen coun
tries over the globe. The GUlld is a member
ship organization of both stricken parents
who know flrst-hand about Sudden Infant
Death and those who have the good fortune
to be spared but share our concern-who have
a voice in what we do and how we do it. Their
work is done on a voluntary, spare-time, un
paid basis. In addition to members and con
tributors, there are many who serve and sup
port us in a variety of ways individually and
through other groups and organizations, so
that there are literally thousands of citizens
involved with us.

In communities where GUild groups are
most active, the problem of Sudden Infant
Death Is no longer unheard of. For people
have come to realize that, Instead of sticking
their heads in the sand, or ignoring this prob
lem, the way to solve a problem is to face it,
honestly ... squarely ... meaningfully. At
least 4 research projects have been given im
petus due to the efforts of our GUild groups,
and there may be more. We estimate that
Gulld contributions directly for Sudden In
fant Death research now approximate $30,000
without large corporate, foundation, Or pub
11c funds, donated by ordinary, wonderfUl
people who really care about our kids.

The Guild' reaches out Its hand of frlend-

ship and its heart full of understanding to
hundreds, perhaps thousands of "crib death"
famllies. You can imagine how heavy the
burden of self-gullt must hang over the
family and anyone else with the baby at the
time, and how important it is to relleve that
unnecessary weight With information and
compassion. Our Gullds bring these parents
and the publlc in closer contact with re
searchers themselves and their facil1ties,
sponsor meetings with health personnel, and
held the first parent-medical conference in
1969.

We have succeeded in bringing our own
state health officials to recognize Sudden In
fant Death as a legitimate cause of death on
medical certificates, to undertake special
stUdies and statistical tabulations, and to
call on us in time of need and cooperation.
In Maryland, state appropriations to com
plete the research fioor of the new Medical
Examiners Bulldlng were obtained with
Gulld help so there would at least be a place
in which research could begin, -and in which
it has. .

Our Guild groups are satisfled that we can
successfully aid and console the famil1es of
these young victims, provided we can expect
the cooperation of medical authorities and
publlc health officials, especially in verifying
the serious extent of Sudden Infant Death.
Much of this is also true when we reach out
to the general public but the need for greater
Government participation is more so. This is
because the mass media Which infiuence pub
11c knOWledge and opinion so dramatically
and extensively turn to those in a position to
know and inform.

In the first few years of Gulld for Infant
Survival activity, it was very important for
us to impress upon those we contacted that
thele was such a phenomenon as Sudden In
fant Death and that it was serious. Although
much correspondence were exchanged With
Federal health officials and visits made to the
National Institutes of Health, we could not
obtain a relatively simple written statement
acknowledging the true nature and extent of
Sudden Infant Death. Nor could we find even
one reference to this problem in any avail
able Government pUbllcation on health, in
fant care, or morta11ty statistics. And I am
speaking in general terms, not in speciflcs
more difficult to come by. In fact, it wasn't
untll a year or two ago that we finally re
ceived statements in writing that were perti
nent and helpfUl. I don't think these services
of Government, which exist for pub11c good,
should be so withheld, and I certainly shud
der to think that the National Institutes of
Health has a "head in the sand" attitude.

Beyond this, most of the problems we have
encountered lie in the direction of skimpy
medical actiVity to stamp out this kUler, and
our intention.- as a Government to seriously
pursue this goal. In order to ascertain the
status of basic knowledge and information
known about Sudden Infant Death, our
Gulld in Baltimore undertook a nationwide
survey. A questionnaire concerning Sudden
Infant Death was malled to the chief health
oflicial of each of the 50 states and the Dis
trict of Columbia in June 1971. Within 2
months or so, replies had been received from
all but 9 states. Thirty-nine (39) states and
the District of Columbia returned completed
questionnaires and two states submitted their
information In letter form. I should like to
refer to the preliminary analysis of this sur
vey in this statement now.

It seems logical to assume that before we
attack a problem, we should all understand
what the problem is. This involves terminol
ogy, definition, description. In the 8 years of
our involvement, there is st1ll no Uniform,
accepted definition, no standardization de
SCription-and worse, no unlversally desig
nated name or term. We are all famillar with
the variety of names in current use: Sudden
Infant Detith, Sudden Unexplained Infant
Death, Sudden Deat·h Syndrome, Sudden
Death in Infancy, etc. It is difficUlt to believe

that we have yet to take this ObVIOUS initial
step in official recognition.

Our questionnaire replies revealed 16 dif
ferent names or phrases being used to iden
tify what is essentially the same phenome
non. "Crib death" was most frequently
named, by 20 of the 42 jurisdictions replying;
Sudden Infant Death was second with 7
states. Nine (9) states used no official desig
nation at all and 6 states were guided by the
certified causl[l of death or pathological diag
nosis. In only 14 states was a single designa
tion employed, but there were stlll 7 dif
ferent terms used among those 14 states I
Nine (9) states used two terms and 4 states
used 3. This lllustrates a confusing situation
in naming the problem we are talking about
and trying to solve.

The Gulld for Infant Survival recommends
use of the term "Sudden Infant Death" in
cooperation with other parent groups. To use
"crib death" implies death in the crib, but
this is not always true and may be mislead
ing if officially adopted. It may, however, have
value in colloquial usage. Sudden Infant
Death Is simple, direct, and easlly understood
by stricken parents and scientific research
ers.

Along with a name shOUld be a definition.
No uniform or standard phraseology exists. I
understand that just recently the National
Institute of Child Health and Humo.n Devel
opment has circulated a suggested one. But
earller this year, the Guild delved into this
shortcoming with our medical advisors and
proposes the following working definition:
The death of an ostensibly healthy infant
or young chlld which occurs suddenly and
unexpectediy and which remains unexplQ1ned
after post-mortem examination.

Before any name and definition agreed
upon can be of value, their use must be rec
ognized and accepted by the state filing in
'formation. In our survey, 5 states repl1ed
that no term is acceptable. Twenty-seven
(27) states said they did recognize and ac
cept one of the terms but 8 more qualified
their aflirmative response; for example, only
if no other cause could be found or If the
certifying authority used it.

Another fundamental piece of information
needed before a logical attack can be made
on Sudden In'fant Death is, we think, to
know the frequency and its relation to other
health problems and causes of infant mor
tallty. We all known about the International
Classification of Diseases and Causes of
Death (Adapted) and its detalled classillca
tion of all health problems with accompany
Ing code number identification. One would
expect to find some specific category witWn
this system for our subject today. Sudden
Infant peath (or some related terminology).
There is none. Yet if we look far enough, we
flnd a catch-all category of 1l1-defined causes
or conditions.

Our survey revealed use of two such cate
gories in this section frequently mentioned
by state health officials. The state of Indiana
put it the best way: "Sudden Infant Death
is recorded in accordance with the 8th Revi
sion International Classification of Diseases
and with instruction from the National Cen
ter on Vital Statistics. SID is classified in the
Symptoms and TIl-Defined Conditions Cate
gory '795 Sudden death (cause unknown).' A
crib death diagnosis is charged to '796.2
Found dead (cause unknown).' If a more
specific cause is indicated the death is
charged to that category; e.g., interstitial
pneumonitis, asphyxia, etc...." In our dis
cussion here, I think it is agreed among the
experts that Sudden Infant Death and crib
death are one and the same. Yet the Inter
national Classification is used to split these
into two parts (above). Note also that neither
category makes any reference to age. Adults
as well as infants can and do become tabu
lated in both classifications. In the Guild
survey, 8 states use both categories. 18 states
use one or the other, 4 states use some varia
tion or the two, 2 use a s1;lpplementa! num-
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ber, a couple of states use the accidential
death category (E913); one used other con
ditions of newborn (778.9) for crIb deaths
under 28 days. Thirty-one (31) states men
tIoned some code number, 5 mentioned none,
5 were indefinIte. Mention was also made of
the Imprecise or vague specification as to
age, as not being sutncient for Sudden Infant
Death.

The GUild for Infant Survival believes It
Is Important for the National Center for
Health StatistIcs to otncially propose before
the forthcoming RevIsions Committee of the
International Classification Of Diseases a
separate and specific classification term and
code number for Sudden Infant Death. With
the Federal health authorities shoWing the
way for the states-as formally proposed by
resolution of the state assembly of Cali
fornla--this revision would be a monumental
step in the right direction.

This special classification and coding is
essential to the accurate state tabulations of
crib deaths. Fifteen (15) states reported no
otncial tabUlation in state health statistics;
25 said they do, especially when age is con
sidered, but noted variables. Minnesota re
sponded when asked if SID's are tabUlated in
state statistios: "Yes but, the variations in
methods of certification and coding lead to
some confusion. ICDA 795 shoUld include the
total-but some are coded 796.2 for various
reasons." Tennessee said: "Those rules for
selecting and classifying the cause of death
are quite sensitive to the manner in which
the medical certification is completed. Thus,
In interpreting data regarding cause of death
it is important to remember that a slight
variance in the statement of cause of death
may result in an appreciable difference in
the cause to which the death is assigned by
using the standard rules."

North Dakota noted the extra effort re
quired: "... No separate tabulation has been
made of 'crib deaths' or 'sudden death of
infants' other than the fact that these would
be in the total of 'm-defined' causes. To tab
Ulate differently would require individual ex
amination of each infant death certificate by
a qualified medical person which service is
not available to the Division of Vital Statis
tics (N. Dak.) at this time."

The National Institute of Chlld Health and
Human Development is fond of quoting sta
tistics which we believe are, in reality, too
low. References are continually being made
to projections based on 2 to 3 sudden infant
deaths per 1,000 live births, to rationalize
-estimates as low as 7500 and as high as only
12,000. We believe even the higher estimate
to be too low in the overall significance of the
problem. Our reasons are these: Projections
for the entire country are based on· only 2-3
·studyareas like seattle and Philadelphia. Yet
the Chief Medical Examiner of Maryland
noted the Sudden Infant Death rate in Bal
timore as 6 per 1,000 live births. Since we are
told there is a correlation between Sudden
Infant Death incidence and general infant
morality, it would seem that SID incidences
would be higher in areas with greater infant
morality, as in the South, thus increasing the
total annual number.

Then there is the problem of finding and
tabulating every SUdden Infant Death. Even
:as successful and enlightening as we have
been in Maryland, there are still occasions
when there is no official record of a Sud
den Infant Death which we have discovered
privately, as through a hospital or the family
Itself or a relative or neighbor. It is likely
these "hidden" cases are more frequent in
less enlightened communities. It is not ditn
cult to accomplish this, especially where atnu
ence and infiuence coincide. Finally, no
consideration of this syndrome can be com
plete without regard for the phenomenon
of "near" Sudden Infant Deaths ... when
normal, healthy infants suddenly are found
near death but for some unexplained reason
pull out of this situation, recover, and re-

turn to normal. Yet competent medical ex
amination cannot explain this strange oc
currence. These, too, should be included in
the SID count. For all these reasons, our
Guilds and our local advisors believe it is
qulte possible the frequency of Sudden In
fant Death could reach as high as 25,000 in
fants/yr.

For all this concern, with all these uncer
tainties and lack of knOWledge, relatively
little research funding has been granted by
the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development (NICHD) down through
the years. Here agaln, we have never been
able to ascertain the exact extent of research
funding. This continuing inablllty to pin
down specific information, which should be
available to the public, may lead to suspi
cious conclusions.

As of last year, the Guild was able only to
estimate the extent of specific SID research
funding by NICHO at about $700,000 in the
8 years of Institute existence. It is also
conceivable at the time that up to 200,000
American babies were lost to SID in 8 years.
Simple arithmetic reveals that only $3.50 per
lost child was being spent. Even if we con
ceded the Institute's upper estimate of 12,000
SID losses per year, we would still be spend
ing only about $7.00 each.

In an honest attempt to prove or disprove
our $700,000 figure, we asked the Institute to
provide us With a yearly breakdown of fund
ing since its inception. It would seem logical
that an index of research grants by title or
specific subject would yield this data con
veniently. Yet it took more than 2 months
to obtain these statistics, and then only for
the 1971 fiscal year. The information sheet
listed 43 grants totalling $1.8 million relat
ing to infant mortality/SID, but only one
specIfically for Sudden Infant Death of
$46,000 (or $2-4 per child). In 1970, there
was only one grant, for $33,000 ($1.50-$3 per
child). Yet the total NICHD bUdget rose from
$76 mUlion to $94 million in 1971, with a
$5.7 million increase for support of general
child health research, which includes crib
death.

It is our position that the problem of
Sudden Infant Death is too devastating and
horrible to be explained away by 43 funding
grants which may indirectly relate to the
problem-that the magnitude and signifi
cance of the problem are so great as to de
mand commensurate and specific funding.

This lack of substantial funding is further
explained by Government otncials by a lack
of "meritorious research ideas" or "qualified
researchers." There are many potential re
searchers ready and willing to investigate
SID in new and potentially promIsing direc
tions. Although they may not meet the estab
llshed standards of scrutinizing stUdy sec
tions, there are respected men of competence
and position in their own fields and are
worthy ofLa chance to explore their theories.
It just may be that such a bizarre problem
may require a bizarre or non-conformist ap
proach, instead of standard or restricted
technique.

We say this for two good reasons: First,
we must always keep in mind the lives which
are lost every day. I find it indecent and
inhuman to wait for just the proper meri
torious ideas to come along for consideration
while our babies are being struck down be
fore our eyes day in and day out. Second, the
funds to support research are pUblic funds,
derived from us the taxpayers. The very fact
that these same taxpayers in many numbers
voluntarily and anxiously contribute their
own monies to our private efforts to fund
research serves as a mandate to public otn
cials to put their taxes to use to save llves
now!

Our proposal is sensible and meaningful:
Establish a certaIn SUbstantial sum of
money earmarked specifically for Sudden In
fant Death research. Invite all interested
researchers to apply for funding. Then

choose those most capable .and prom1sing.for
funding. Make the most of what there is
now; don't walt for an ideal who may never
come. Only in this way will we know tha.t
our Government really cares about our
babies!

Down through the years, NICHD has
caimed us with repeated phrases that Sud
den Infant Death has a high priority for
attention and action. That it is the greatest
single killer of infants from one month to
one year of age. And more. Looking back,
however, relatIvely little has been under
taken and even less has been accomplished.
It Is almost as if there were no such entity
as Sudden Infant Death if you search the
records and literature . , . even though
thousands of empty cribs, tiny graves, and
broken hearts bear mute evidence of the
total destruction of this killer in our midst.

Is this, then, the record of a Government
which serves the people? In seeking to solve
every problem of man's development from
prenatal care to geriatrics, does a problem
llkJe Sudden Infant Death get lost in the
overwhelming responsibilities of this com
prehensive health Institute? Is Govern
ment's priority and present preoccupation
With bIrth control and population growth
conflicting with the saving of the lives of
newborn babies? The time has come for our
Government to back up its words and inten
tions With doilars and sense! We spend mU
lions in research to perfect birth control
devices, but paltry thousands to save new
human llves we love so much. Where Is our
sense of values?

Experience indicates that Government does
not act on its own initiative to solve serious
problems, but only reacts when some un
expected, disastrous episode compels it to
positive action. Are these daily unexpected
disastrous episodes too commonplace to at
tract urgent, serIous action? Are these in
fant tragedies therefore being compounded
by inaction?

We of The Guild for Infant Survival can
not keep silent and watch more children die

. in vain without lifting a finger and raising
our voices. We cannot ignore these daily
tragedies happening before our very eyes, . ,
watching these precious babies slip through
our hearts and homes! And America cannot
afford to sit idly by while millions of hours
of manpower and talent Which could be put
to peaceful and productive purpose are
buried forever.

These departed children can no longer
speak for themselves ... so we of The GUild
for Infant SurVival speak for them, so they
shall not have died in vain. We come to
plead for the lives of future generations who
face this same horrible threat of sudden
death at the very beginnlng of life.

No one can say who will be touched in
the weeks and months ahead. We do know
there wlll be many; unfortunately, far too
many. How much longer will our babies
yours and mine--die so tragically and so
unnecessarily? How much do we really value
life itself?

Today, you have a golden opportunity
given to very few: to save thousands of lives
every year in every future generation of man
kind . . . by considering and acting on
what we have said here today, .. to speed
the day when no more babIes wl!l die . . .

John Donne said it best:
"No man is an island, entire of itself. Every

man is a piece of the Continent, a part of
the main. , . Any man's death diminishes
me, because I am involved in Mankind. And
therefore never send to know for whom the
bell tolls, it tolls for thee.. ,"

FACTS ABOUT SUDDEN INFANT DEATH
SYNDROME

THE BASIC FACTS ABOUT SIDS

SrDS is a definite disease and is the num
ber one cause of death in infants after the
first week of life.
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SIDS cannot be predicted or prevented,

even by a physician.
The cal.lSe is not suffocation, aspiration or

regurgitation, although slllmetimes death
certificates use such terms In error.

A minor 11lness such as a common cold may
be present, but many victims are entirely
healthy prior to death.

There Is no sUffering; death occurs with
in seconds, usually during sleep.

SIDS is not contagious In the usual sense.
Although a viral Infection may be inVOlved,
it is not a "killer virus" that threatens other
family members or neighbors. SIDS rarely
occurs after seven mcnths of age.

SIDS Is not hereditary; there is no greater
chance for it to occur In one family than in
another.

The baby Is not the victim of a "freakish
disease." About 10,000 to 15.000 babies die of
SIDS pvery year In the United States (two or
three per 1,000 live births).

SIDS Is at least as old as the Old Testa
ment and seems to have been at least as
frequent in the 18th and 19th centuries as
it is now. This demonstrates that new en
vironmental agents, such as birth control
pills, fluoride in the water supply and smok
Ing, do not cause SIDS. Despite increased
attention in the literature In recent years, the
incidence of SIDS Is not rising.

Recent research shows that SIDS causes
over 85 per cent of sudden unexpected death
In Infants.

MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What is SIDS?

SID3 (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome),
commonly knov,,} as "crib death" or "cot
death," Is a disease which causes from 10,000
to 15,000 Infant deaths annually in the United
States. SIDS has been with us since Biblical
times, but only In recent years has it been
recognized to be a "specific disease entity."
It Is best defined by describing a typical
case.

An apparently healthy Infant, usually be
tween the ages of three weeks and seven
months, is put to bed without the slightest
suspicion that things are out of the ordinary.
He may have signs of a slight cold. Some
time later the Infant is found dead. Often
there is no evidence that a struggle has taken
place, nor did anyone hear the baby strug
gling. Sometimes, though, the child has ob
viously changed position at the time of
death. An autopsy reveals, at most, a minor
degree of inammafition of the upper res
piratory tract, but no lesion sufficient to
account for death. Often the autopsy reveals
absolutely no evidence of Illness.

In about ten per cent of crib death cases,
carefUl examination does demonstrate a pre
Viously unsuspected abnormality or a rapidly
fatal infectious disease, such as meningitis
or pneumonia. These particular chlldren are
not victims of SIDS. If death results from an
infectious disease for Instance, the family
may need to have protective medication. A
thorough autopsy can put the famlly at ease
about this.
How can a healthy baby die so suddenly, with

out finding a cause at autopsy?

Unravelllng the mystery of death can be
extremely dlmcult. A typical picture Is seen
which consists mainly of changes In the
tissues of the respiratory system. The con
sistent pattern has In Itself now established
a definition of death as due to SIDS.

Was it my fault?

Virtually every parent feels responsible
for the death of his child, until the facts are
known. In untold thousands of cases much
needless blame has been placed by one par
ent upon the other, by relatives upon the par
ents, upon a babysitter who happened to be
with the Infant at the time it dled, or upon
the family doctor who pronounced the Infant
healthy shortly before It died. We know of

famllles that have been broken up by reper
cussions arising from this problem. There
fore, it Is Important to make clear that re
cent research proves that SIDS cannot be
predicted, and in the light of present knowl
edge SIDS cannot be prevented. The disease
has no specific symptoms and occurs In the
best famllles, to the most competent, care
fUl and lOVing parents. Indeed, we often
feel that the victims of SIOS are unusually
robust, healthy, and obViously well cared for.
Even when the Infant has recently shown
signs of a slight cold and has been taken
to the doctor, nothing has been found that
would lead him to anticipate SIDS. Regard
less of how thorough the examination or of
the treatment prescribed, SIDS cannot be
predicted even by a physician. SIDS some
times even occurs in hospitals to well babies
admitted for minor surgery.

Did my baby SUffocate in its bedding?

It is not uncommon for victims to be
found wedged into the corner of their cribs
or with their head covered by blankets. Some
times their face Is turned down Into the pil
low or mattress or Is discolored. Under such
clrcumstances, It Is natural to assume the
baby smothered. However, SIDS also occurs
under conditions where there Is no possibil
ity of smothering. The baby Is found without
any articles of bedding, clothing, toys or
pets around or near the face. The autopsy
findings are Identical in both types of cases.
Investigators have found that even when in
fants are covered by bedding, the amount of
oxygen is not reduced to the point of caus
ing suffocation. Thus It is possible to say
with certainty that SIDS is not caused by ex
ternal sUffocation.

Could my baby have vomited and choked
after his last feeding?

SIDS Is not caused by vomiting and chok
ing. Sometimes milk or even blood-tinged
froth is found around the mouth or on the
bedding. This has been shown usually to oc
cur after death, and at autopsy Is found not
to block the Internal air passages.

Can SIDS be prevented?

There Is no known way to prevent Its oc
currence. No symptoms exist, so extreme
anxiety will serve no useful purpose. Al
though SIDS is not Infectious in the usual
sense, there are many health reasons why It
is better to avoid taking a young infant into
crowds of people.

This does not mean infants shOUld be kept
away from small family groups or kept away
from others in their family. Babies need
company and thrive on meeting others out
side the Immediate family. But this can be
done Without undue exposure to crowds.

What causes SIDS?

There have been many theories through
the years as to the cause of SIDS. None of
these have yet been proven and most have
been discounted. Years ago an enlarged
thymus gland was believed to block off the
infant's airway. We know now that this does
not happen. This assumption was made be
cause the thymus gland of a healthy infant
is large compared to that of an infant who
has been ill. In the past, examining physi
cians were accustomed to seeing only those
thymus glands of Infants who had died of
disease because few autopsies were done. We
now find that some causes of SIDS had small
thymus glands due to recent 11lnesses from
which the infants had recovered.

Allergy to cow's milk has been suspected by
some to bring on SUdden reaction severe
enough to cause death. However, recent
studies on antibodies in SIDS cases have
failed to support this theory, and some SIDS
babies have received no cow's milk.

Other theories tha.t have been discounted
are: bacterial infection, radiation fall-out,
use of modern machines and drugs, smoking,
adding bleach to the diaper wash, "whlp-

lash" injury to the spinal cord, air pollution,
and fiuoridatlon. It is important to emphasize
that SIDS Is not a new disease and is no more
frequent now than it was centuries ago.

Did my baby SUffer?
It is known that SIDS can occur within five

minutes. It is probably almost instantaneous.
There may be some movement during the last
few seconds of llfe, accounting for the dis
placed blankets or unusual positions that are
sometimes evident. However. the babies do
not cry out and very often show not llhe
slightest trace of having been disturbed In
their sleep. Therefore, it is safe to conclude
that SIDS does not cause pain or suffering
to the baby.

Was it something infectious? Is the immedi
ate family in danger?

SIDS is not contagious in the usual sense
of the word. For example, sometimes one of
twins in the same bed is taken by SIDS, yet
the other is spared. There are seasons during
which SIOS is more commonly seen but there
Is no reason for unusual concern in cases
where an infant is exposed to an SIDS case.

SIDS Virtually never. happens after the first
year of life, so older children are not at risk.
There is no need to be concerned about con
tamination from clothing, bedding, or furni
ture of an SIDS baby. The common viruses
which appear to play a leading role in SIDS
do not survive outside living bodies.

Would it have helped if I had breast fed
my baby?

Breast feeding aoes not prevent SIOS.
Literature of previous centuries, when near
ly all babies were breast fed, mentions the
problems of sudden infant death. Recent re
search shows SIDS occurs to breast fed as
well as to bottle fed babies. Breast feeding is
recommended to mothers because the breast
milk is usually well tolerated by the baby.
Some additional antibodies are received from
the mother in the colostrum which is
present before the actual breast mllk
comes in. However, a baby is born with his
major supply of antibodies that help him
fight Infection.
What about babies we might have in the

future?

About two to three of every 1,000 newborn
babies will die of "crib death" yearly In the
United States. According to the best avallable
data. SIDS is not hereditary. Therefore, it is
probable that any future babies in a family
will run no more than the random risk of
two to three per 1.000. This is qUite a small
risk. More harm than good may be done to
a subsequent child by excessive anxiety over
SIDS.

Is this a new disease? Aren't there more
deaths Of this kind now?

There Is eVidEmce that SIDS has been with
us since antiquity. In Biblical times It was
referred to as "overlaying." Then, as in some
cultures today, mothers slept with their in
fants. When a mother woke to find her child
dead, she assumed she must have rolled over
on him and caused his death. Any new
mother, however, knows how aware she is of
the new baby and how impossible it would be
for her to do this.

We do not believe there has been an in
crease In the number of SIDS cases in recent
years, but there Is more publlclty about them
than in the past. Studies in many areas of the
world consistently show the figures of two to
three SIDS deaths per 1.000 live births. En
lightened communities lIstthe cause of death
as SIDS or "crib death"; other areas list them
as "suffocation," etc. This is a tragedy for the
family as it leaves them with a lifelong feel
ing of guilt by indicated neglect. This is
absolutely untrue and unnecessary. In some
communities. confusion still exists about this
disease. Only recently have the research facts
about SIDS been added to medical school
texts.
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Do these deaths occur all over the world?

There is evidence that SIDS Is an extremely
widespread condition. Studies of the syn
drome in England. Ireland. Australia. Czecho
slovakia, Canada, Denmark, as well as New
York, Washington. D.C.• Pennsylvania. Ohio,
Washington. Orgeon and elsewhere in the
United States have all revealed simllar rates
of occurrence. We know that SIDS occurs In
tropical cl1mates of florida and the heat of
southern Cal1fornia as well as In the cooler
cl1mates of the Northwest and the Northeast.

With present day communications and
transportation, researchers are able to keep
informed of other studies and can meet to
gether to discuss the course of further re
search with the hope that the solution to this
problem will be found soon.

PROBLEMS OF GRIEF

About parents' grief
After the initial shock and the numbness

of the first few days begins to wear off, par
ents find that they are left with a prolonged
depression. There w1l1 be "ups and downs"
that can be brought on by a thoughtless or
innocent remark from someone who doesn't
understand the disease or by remembering
that It Is the same day of the week or date
in the month that the baby died. At these
low points, It is often very helpfUl for them
to talk to a member of the "parents group."
(See section on "Sources of Help and In
formation.") Only another parent who has
had this same experience can convincingly
say that things won't always look as they do
today. that time really does make a differ
ence. If there is no such person avallable.
the famlly physician or minister can be re
assuring.

Parents find that it Is difficult to concen
trate for any length of time. The mind wan
ders making It difficult to read, write, or
make decisions. Some experience a "whirl
Ing around" sensation or pressure In the
head. This Is very normal and does not In
dicate that a person Is losing his mind. Sleep
18 cLtfficult, often leaving parents fatigued. If
they have a family to care for or a job to get
back to. they may need some temporary help
from their doctor In the form of mild medi
cation in order to get some rest. Even with
sleep. the feeUng of exhaustion persists.

Those in grief may experience muscular
problems or other physicial symptoms cen
tering around the heart or In the stomach.
Often there Is no appetite, and they eat only
because they know they must. They may
feel ..tied in knots" Inside. Mothers nearly
always say their arrn.s "ache to hold their
baby."

There may be an irresistable urge to get
away. a fear or dread of being alone. or un
reasonable fears of danger. If there are other
chlIden, parents fear for their safety and
don't want to let them out of their sight, but
at the same time may be afraid of or shun
the responslblllty of caring for them. Even
with this concern about their chlIdren, there
may be feelings of extreme Irritation and im
patience with their behavior. Parents rely a
great deal on family and friends, but at the
same time may resent their help and feel
gullty about this. The situation is made even
more difficult when the community around
them does not understand SIDS. Friends or
relatives who are trying to help seem to say
the wrong things or do not understand the
disease.
The grief reaction of husband and Wife may

be different
It is quite normal that husbands and wives

express their grief in different ways and this
is not always understood. For 1n.stance.
mothers generally need to "talk out" their
grief whlle fathers tend to suffer more in
silence. Husbands are diverted by their work
whlIe wives are usually at home surrounded
by constant reminders. Very often the loss of
the infant is the first grief situation either
parent has faced.

Children's reaction to death
Children w1II be affected in some way by a

death in the famlly. A small child Who is too
young for explanations needs mainly to be
shown love and affection by his parents for
his own security. Little ones may have some
very frightening thoughts that they cannot
express. They may cl1ng to the parents and
do naughty things to get the attention they
need. If there are older brothers and sisters
in the family. one can expect special kinds of
grief reactions. Children often feel terribly
guilty about the death of a sibUng. They
often fear their own thoughts towards the
baby could have caused Its death. An older
child should be told as much about the facts
as he is able to understand. He should feel
that this is an open subject in the family and
that he can express his thoughts or questions
about death as they arise.

Children may not show their grief in ob
vious ways. Because they cannot deal effec
tively with tragedy, they may deny it and
seem quite unconcerned. It is important to
talk with brothers and sisters about the
death and to discuss the fact that this was
a disease. It is best not to say "the baby 'went
away' in sleep." It is important to explain
that the reason the baby died is because of
a disease that strikes suddenly to only a few
infants of that particular age. Brothers and
sisters should be assured that older members
of the family including thern.selves are im
mune. (In cases where there Is a surviving
twin, the entire family should receive special
counseIlng.)

Many youngsters have been a source of
strength for the family. They have written
poetry and verse and often have a very sim
ple. unshakeable faith about the pattern of
Ilfe and death. Some chlIdren, on the other
hand. because of circumstances or age or
emotional make-up have felt great insecurity
after an infant's death. This has manifested
itself by nightmares. bed wetting. dlificulty in
school, and other disturbances. Any such
problems should be discussed with the child's
doctor.

Close relatives, babysitters, etc.
Occasionally the baby is in the care of

relatives or babysitters when the death oc
curred. This is a specIal pro.blem and counsel
ing should be made available to them also.
It is often helpfUl for them to have Ilterature
or talk with the doctor. At first parents may
tend to blame the babysitter or to blame
thern.selves for having left the baby at all.
On occasion the mother has been blamed by
the husblllnd or relatives for the death of the
baby. So it is important that everyone under
stands about the disease. Often giving Iltera
ture is more helpfUl than trying to explain.

SOURCES OF HELP AND INFORMATION

The National Foundation for Sudden In
fant Death, In,c., 1501 Broadway, New York,
NY 10036, Phome: (2i2) 563-4630.

This Is a national organization with chap
ters in many area:> of the United States. It
maintains contact with and makes referrals
to other groups and individuals concerned
about Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. some
of whom are not directly affil1ated with it.
(See "Role of Parent Groups.... Appendix I,
Proceedings of the Second International Con
ference on Causes Of Sudden Death in In
fants.) The purpose of the NFSID. Inc., is to
assist parents, educate the community about
SIDS, and promote SIDS research.

The Foundation was the first organization
to call attention to the need for research and
has awarded grants to assist several studies.
It promotes and sponsors prograrn.s of pro
fessional counseling, pubIlshes a quarterly
newletter and distributes Ilterature. It finan
cially supports the ma111ng of information to
various community agencies and medical
groups. Many prominent physicians and lay
people serve on its' advisory board and as
officers. It formerly was named the Mark
Addis:>:l R::Je Foundation and was started by

the Jedd Roe faIn1ly whose son Mark was a
victim of SIDS When they Uved in Green
wich, COnnecticut.

Administered by a board of trustees com
posed at present of sixteen doctors and lay
men. the Foundation is a tax-exempt
charitable corporation supported by contri
butions from the public and from a small
number of private philantbrophic fonnda
tIons.

In keeping with its national character,
there are trustees on the board from Seattle.
Denver. Chicago. Toledo and Philadelphia as

·well as from New·YOl'k. New Jersey and Con
necticut metropolltan areas. A medical board
appointed by the trustees advises them on
all medical matters and recommends action
on applications for research grants.

The medical board consists of: Marie A.
Valdes-Dapena, M.D., Chairman, M. Renate
Dische, M.D., J. Bruce Beckwith. M.D., James
R. Patrick. M.D., Eli Gold, M.D.

Donations should be malled to the New
York address above or to any local chapter.
(Lecal group information may be included
with this brochure.) The Foundation sends
an acknowledgement card to the donor and
to the family of the person being memorial
ized.

Scientific information
Two major sources of scientific informa

tion regarding SIDS are:
Sudden Death in Infants: Proceedings Of

the Conference on Causes of Sudden Death
in Infants (1963). National Institute of Chlld
Health and Human Development. Bethesda.
MD,20014.

Proceedings Of the Second International
Conferenee on Causes Of Sudden Death in
Infants (1970, University of Washington
Press. Seattle. WA 98105.

MISINFORMATION

A great deal of misleading information and
erroneous interpretation about sUdden in
fant death finds its way Into print. The
most recent itern.s serve as examples:

A newspaper filler that we see every few
months states. "suffocation in the crib 15
the number one k1Iler of infants under one
year . . ." This is of course referring to SIDS,
and we know now for certain that external
suffocation is not a cause of SIDS and that
babies do not suffocate in bedding. no matter
how anyone incident might appear at the
time.

Many "theories" are among seven com
pletely discounted in the proceedings of the
Second International SIDS Conference.

If you read such obvious errors in the
press, you can help correct them. CUp the
statement or article out of the newspaper
or magazine; identify the pubIlcation. date
of appearance and page number; and mall to
the National Foundation for Sudden Infant
Death, 1501 Broadway. New York. NY. 10036.
It is extremely cruel and confusing for these
statements to keep reappearing in print. If
you feel qualified, you might write the pub
I1cation yourself. particularly When. articles
suggest accidental causes such as the state
ments printed above. Your note should state
that SIDS Is not accidental, but a definite
disease entity which is, at this time. not
preventable. Refer them to the National
Foundation for further information and
strongly urge them to print a correcting
statement as soon as possible.

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME-THE Ex
TENT OF THE PROBLEM IN THE UNITED
STATES

Problem: The sudden il:).fant death syn
drome--the death of an apparently healthy
infant Which remains uneXPlained after a
complete post mortem.

Incidence: AnnUally, 10;000 thriving. well
cared for infants die as vlctirn.s of the sudden
infant death syndrome. This is three in every
1,000 live births, almost one sixth of all in
fant mortal1ties in the United States. In a
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large metropolitan. area, such as New York
City, one baby dies every day. The attached
map Ulustrates the incidence of SIDS, per
state, yearly.

Victim: SIDShas no regard for race or eco
nomics; it strikes baibles in every level of our
society.· However, babies who are black, In
dian, Mexican or poor white Americans and
whose fam1l1es l1ve in urban ghettos w1ll more
frequently be SIDS victims than babies of
the more priVileged classes. This is also the
case with babies born prematureiy or of a low
birth weight.

Psychological trauma: Virtually every fam
ily losing an infant to SInS feels responsible
for the death, due to ignorance of the disease
on the part of health professionals and the
lay public. Without immediate understand
ing,the problems of gUilt and deep grief are
long lasting. and destructive to the entire
family unit. .

Medicolegal· system. Since SIDS strikes
Without warning and without a physician in
attendance, infant victims are delegated to
the medical examiner or coroner for investi
gation. In many areas of the United States,
autopsy is neither mandatory nor is it per
formed on SIDS victims. Deaths are often
certified by the neighborhood funeral direc
tor or a coroner unsk1lled at pediatric pathol
ogy. Consequently SIDS is too often dealt
With as a criminal case or certified as suffoca
tion (or other unsubstantiated theories)
which carry a connotation of negl1gence on
the part of the family. For accurate statis
tics, new medical data and an ethical stand
ard in deallng with the SIDS family, there
must be a concerted effort to revise the en
tire medico-legal system.

Medical awareness: SIDS warrants only
perfunctory discussion in medical textbooks
and is almost never examined in the class
room. Since the victims are not hospitalized,
rarely are they seen in teaching hospitals
where the major thrust of modern medical
ideas originate. In every community, in pri
vate practice or in clinics, physicians and
nurses are completely unprepared to deal
with the death of a healthy infant or to offer
understanding and knowledge to the family.

Research status: Although support of re
search on sudden infant death syndrome Is a
high priority at the National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development, there
are few applicants for thc available funds. As
long as SIDS continues to be nonexistent in
medical training, there w1ll be no new Im
petus for research.

Model system: In the entire United States,
there 15 but one community committed to an
organized, humane system of deal1ng with
SIDS. In King County, Washington (seattle),
every SInS is autopsied at a teaching hos
pital, the family is immediately contacted by
the attending pathologist, a visit is made to
the fam1ly by a public health nurse and a
subsequent Visit, two weeks later, is again
made. With cooperative efforts of the NFSID
and government agencies, this system could
exist nation-Wide and no family would have
to face the torment of not knowing why their
baby died.

[From the Washington Post, Jan. 26, 1972]
INQUIRY INTO "SUDDEN INFANT DEATH"

(By Stuart Auerbach)
It is perhaps the most horrible death of all.

At midnight the infant Is sleeping easily.
By morning-suddenly, without explana
tion-he Is dead.

At least 10,000 children a year-three of
every 1,000 babies born in America-die this
way. Each morning, as many as 60 American
mothers walk to their babies' crib only to
find them dead of a disease called SUdden
infant death syndrome (SIDS) or more
simply, crib death.

Medical science does not know what
causes SIDS. And since its only symptom is
death, they have no way to treat it. There Is
not even an 01ll.cial classification for the

disease on medical records, and it is often
listed by doctors as pneumonia or suffoca
tion.

"It's almost as If there were no such en
tity as SUdden infant death if you search
the records and literature--even though
thousands of empty cribs, tiny graves and
broken hearts bear mute evidence of the
total destruction of this killer in our midst,"
said Saul Goldberg of Baltimore, president of
the International Guild for Infant Survival.

He and three other parents of infants who
died of SInS testified yesterday before the
Senate Subcommittee on Children and
Youth headed by Sen. Walter F. Mondale
(D-Minn.), where they pleaded for more fed
eral money for research into the causes of the
disease.

Dr. Abraham B. Bergman of the University
of Washington in Seattle, head of· the Na
tional Foundation for Sudden Infant Death,
said the government has neglected research
intoSIDS.

Dr. Merlin K. DuVal, assistant secretary
of Health, Education and WeIfltre for health
affairs, said few scientists seek grants to
stUdy SIDS.

Of 13 grant requests submitted to the Na
tional Institute of Child Health and Human
Development over the pa&t nine years, five
passed initial review and all were funded-a
total of $700,000. In addition, he said, 43
projects relating to SIDS costing $1.8 million
were funded in 1971.

SIDS occurs more frequently among the
poor and the non-white than the a1ll.uent
and white; it especially hits premature in
fants and rarely occurs after a baby is one
year old. It is the largest cause of death in
children between one month and one year.

Most deaths occur between November and
February, leading some doctors to beHeve
that changes in temperature trIgger the
disease.

But most researchers now bel1eve there is
no single cause for SIDS. The best current
theory, DuVal said, involves a combination of
infection and the instab1l1ty of the nervous
system during sleep.

The parents told Mondale's subcommittee
that their children's deaths left them guilt
ridden-feel1ng that perhaps they were
somewhat to blame.

"There still is today," said Arthur A.
Seigal of Closter, N.J., "doubt in some of the
minds (of famUy and friends) that we were
neglectful to our son (who dIed five years
ago) and that if we had been 'better parents'
Danny might st11l be alive."

[From the Washington Post, Jan. 26, 1972]
THE MYSTERY OF CRIB DEA:I:H

Among the many baming mysteries of the
human body, few remain as persistently un
solvable as crib death. The disease is known
medically as sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS). Estimates vary on how many victims
die every year; the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development believes be
tween 7,400 to 10,500 occur annually, while
two private groups-the National Founda
tion for Sudden Infant Death and the GUild
for Infant Survival-put the figures between
10,000 and 20,000. Whatever the number,
little argument exIsts that SIDS is a definite
disease and is the number one cause of death
in infants after the first week of life. Mystery
is present because it can neither be predicted
nor prevented. The infant Is usually under
siX months of age. TypicallY, the baby is
healthy and normal, though sometimes a
common cold may be present; he or she has
been put to bed routinely but some hours
later, with neither a cry or any Indication of
pain, is found dead.

On Tuesday, the Senate Subcommittee on
Children and Youth held one day of hearings
on crib death. One expected and much needed
result of these hearings is that greater pub
lic attention will now be focused on this dan
gerous and Widespread disease. Dr. Abraham

Bergman of Children's Orthopedic Hospital
in Seattle and president of the National
Foundation for SUdden Infant Death, be
lieves that the urgent problem about SIDS
"is ignorance among the medical profession
and lay publ1c. In the vast majority of com
munities, parents who lose children to SIDS
are treated as criminals ... Many medical
examiners and coroners are stlll calling the
disease suffocation or a variety of other
names." In addition to normal reactions of
gTiet, parents of SIDS victims often suffer
guilt or emotional pain unmatched by other
diseases. "The toll of broken families around
the country tor sudden infant death is shock
ing," said Dr. Bergman.

As a beginning sign of congre&8ional inter
est in SIDS, the hearings were useful. As Sen.
Walter F. Mondale, the subcommittee chair
man noted, it was only three years ago that
crib death was finally identified and described
as a specific disease. What needs to be done
now 15 for NIH to examine its research pos
sib1l1tles, first to discover the causes of SIDS
and then to see how it may be prevented.
Neither goal will be easy to reach, but with
annual deaths ranging in the 10,000 area, the
reduction at infant mortality should at least
be a major concern of both Congress and the
government. No one can deny that SIDS is
surely a major concern to tens of thousands
of parents.

[From the New York Times, Jan. 26,1972]
SENATE PANEL TOLD "CRm DEATH" Is UN

SOLVED DESPITE HIGH TOLL
WASHINGTON, January 25.-"Crib death,"

a mysterious disease that k11ls seemingly
healthy babies while they sleep, claimed at
least 10,000 lives last year, but the Federal
Government spent only $46,000 on research
and prevention of the disease, a Senate
panel was told today.

A series of Witnesses at a hearing of the
Senate Subcommittee on Chlldren and Youth
offered Ilttle hope that a cure would be found
soon to end the disease-also called Sudden
Infant neath Syndrome--or even that causa
tive factors of the disease would be learned.

"Consider the tragedy of the mother who
has fed her healthy child as usual and put
him to bed," said Senator Walter F. Mondale,
chairman of the SUbcommittee.

"She awakens In the middle of the night,
looks in on the baby and finds him dead," the
Minnesota Democrat continued. "Can she
ever hope to escape the gnawing teel1ng that
she was In some way responsible for that
death?"

Medical witnesses said parents had no rea
son for gUilt. Dr. Merlin K. DuVal, Assistant
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
for scientific affairs, said progress in research
on the cause of crib death had been slowed
because few scientists were Interested and
beause of the nature ot the phenomenon
itself.

"Its starting point is the death of the in
fant, Which is instantaneous and Without
warning," Dr. DuVal said. "There is no oppor
tunity to observe the forces and the inter
relationships leading up to the baby's death."

He said there apparently were many fac
tors Involved and said a current theory in
volved infection, instab1l1ty ot the nervous
system, and sleep.

Dr. DuVal added that the theory _was dim
cult to test because no animals were avail
able for laboratory research.

But Dr. Abraham B. Bergman of Seattle,
president of the National Foundation for
Sudden Infant Death, reported that Dr. Or
v1lle Smith of the University of Washington
had discovered that some infant monkeys
die durIng sleep and that autopsy results
closely resembled that ot infants whose
deaths were s1m11ar.

Dr. DuVal sald research at the National
Institute of Child Health and Human Devel
opment directed specifically at the cause of
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the syndrome Is funded at the level of $46,
258.

He said $l.8-million was spent on related
research.

(From the Washington Post. Dec. 31, 1971)
NEITHER PREDI=ABLE NOR PREVENTABLE-THE

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH MySTERY
(By Colman McCarthy)

Perhaps no other death Is more difficult
for the survivors to bear or the community
to understand than the death of an infant.
The special kind of funeral-the. white coffin
the size of a toy box-the mother's grief on
carrying a baby inside her for nine months
only to lose the child after it Is soon outside,
the straining of religious faith that says the
infant's death Is somehow In "God's plan";
little of this helps. Yet, about 10,000 to
15 000 babies die of what is called sudden
infant death syndrome (SIDS) every year in
the U.S. One infant in 350 is a victim. Ac
cording to HEW figures, 77 infants died of
SIDS in the District of Columbia in 1969;
220 died of it in Virginia and 169 in Mary
land. popularly ca.lled crib death, SIDS is a
major American health problem. Excluding
the first week of life when infants die from
complications of prematurity, SIDS Is the
nation's largest cause of death In Infants
under one year and second only to accidents
as the largest cause of death to children
under age 15. A news story occasionally ap
pears on the SUbject and magazine "health
columns" refer to it periodically; but the
ones who know it best are the parents of the
Victims. The SUbject Is topical this week be
cause the National Foundation for Sudden
Infant Death in New York has announced
that Dr. Abraham Bergman is its new presi
dent. Bergman Is a Seattle pediatrician who
for years was a leader in the fight to get
fiammable clothing off the market.

The mystery of crib death is that It al
ways occurs in sleep. It is neither predicta
ble nor preventable. Parents who give their
infant its last feeding of the day-elther by
bottle or breast-never dream that death is
about to strike. The chlld runs no fever, is
not coughing and sounds no louder than
usual in the final cry before falling off to
sleep. Not many parents even know about
SIDS, but, even if they did, obsessive worry
ing about it would be neurotic. Research
groups at the University of Washington and
Chlldren's Orthopedic Hospital in Seattle,
where Bergman teaches, believe that SIDS
babies die from a sudden spasm of the vocal
cords that close off the airway during sleep.
This is often associated with a viral infec
tion. Yet the viral Infection does not cause
the death, only causes the vocal cords to be
more susceptible to a sudden spasm. Even
more mysterious Is why a viral Infection in a
2- or 3-month baby is different than In a 3
or 4-year-old, or an adUlt. One researcher
has reported that sudden unexplained Infant
deaths "tend to occur most frequently dur
ing cold weather in a sleeping 2- to 4-month
old Infant born prematurely or of low birth
weight, who at the time had an upper respi
ratory Infection. However, one of the major
problems that continues to require solution
concerns the means by which these charac
teristics result In or lead to SIDS."

Two international conferences, in 1963 and
1969, were held on crib death, but research
is only beginning. Although Bergman reports
that some critics say the federal government
Is purposely doing nothing in the field, he
believes the opposite is true. To date he says
the National Institutes of Chlld Health and
Human Development has never turned down
a qualified research application on SIDS.
"The prOblem," notes Dr. Gerald LaVeck, the
institute's director, "is mostly a lack of
trained scientific investigators Interested in
conducting research into the problem."

While the physical mysteries of crib death
are explored, there is no confusion about the

emotional and social pains suffered by the
surviving family. 'There Is a large amount of
ignorance In the U.S. medical profession and
the lay public about SIDS," says Bergman.
"In the majority of communities, parents
who lose chlldren to SIDS are treated as
criminals. In many places, they can't get
autopsies or else must pay themselves. Usu
ally, families must wait many months to
hear the results of these autopsies from a
medical examiner's or coroner's office. Many
examiners and coroners still call the disease
'suffocation' or a variety of other wrong
names. This only reinforces the natural guilt
tha.t pa.rents feel anyWay. Many are subjected
to coroner's Inquests and questioned by
pollee. This is a national scandal and must
cease."

The destructive emotional effects of crib
death can last long after the regular mourn
ing period. Tremendous after-guilt may be
felt by fathers or mothers who did not "go
in to check" when the baby cried during its
last night; physically, though, it would have
made no difference, because crying does not
occur during the baby's agonal period. Other
parents suffer excessive gUilt at not having
taken the infant to the pediatrician, especial
ly if coughing or a fever was present. If they
did just visit the doctor and the baby dies,
parents wonder "what the doctor missed."
Curiously, Bergman reports, "physicians
themselves harbor the same dOUbts, often
for many years. A discussion of SIDS at a
medical m!leting invariably turns into a con
fessional for· physicians who feel the need
to stand up and re-live their traumatic ex
perience and be convinced of the known
facts."

It is not that easy for parents. Occasion
ally, divorce follows a crib death, the father
refusing to live with the mother who "let a
baby die." If a babysitter or relative was
home at the time, they may be blamed, with
the parents always feeling guilty about going
out for the evening. "In the weeks following
the death," Bergman says, "there is often
marked change of moods. The parents have
difficulty concentrating and frequently ex
press hostile feelings toward their closest
friends and relatives. Denial of death is com
mon; the mother may continue to draw the
baby's bath or prepare his foed. Dreams
about the dead child are common, as is a
Tear of being left alone in the house . . .
Other common reactions are anger, helpless
ness and loss of meaning of life. Parents
are fearful, partiCUlarly about the safety of
their surviving children. A fear of 'going
insane' often occurs in the first few days
and may last for several weeks. Guilt is uni
verool and pervasive. Whether they say so or
not, most if not all the parents feelrespon
sihle for the death of their babies:'

The last point Is the most crucial if the
surviving parents are to lead normal lives.
In medical fact. they are not responsible.
Doctors, medical examiners, counselors and
friends have the obligation to inform the
parents that they did nothing wrong and
could not have prevented the death. Guilt or
anxiety may never be totally removed, but
at least it can be lessened so that Ufe can go
on. If famllles can be consoled after a mem
ber dies of cancer, a car crash or other com
mon cause of death, why not With SIDS?
Perhaps if the disease is recognized as a dis
ease, and not as a form of suffocation or
pneumonia, more can be learned about it.
Preventive medicine has conquered other
diseases of mystery; it can conquer this one
too.

(From the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Jan. 19,
19701

"CRIB" DEATH-THE MYSTERIOUS KILLER
Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President, on Decem

ber 2, 1969, Mr. Saul Goldberg, president of
the International Guild for Infant Survival,
Inc., of Baltimore, Md., presented some very
Important testimony before the Senate Ap-

propriations SUbcommittee on
Education, and Welfare. The guIld, which
have the privilege of serving as a member of
the honorary advisOry board, Is a nonprofit
charitable and educational organization com
prised of citiZens across America who are
deeply concerned with the tragedy of thous
ands of infants who died each year soon
after birth.

In his presentation before the Appropria
tions Committee, Mr. Goldberg discussed a
little known and little understood form of
infant mortality called "crib" death. It takes
the lives of 15,000 to 25,000 infants a year;
yet we understand nothing of its cauSe or its
prevention. In a Nation that prides itself on
its medical advancement and scientific so
phistication, this situation its nothing short
of criminal. As Mr. Goldberg so eloquently
points out, it is clearly time we began de
voting the attention and the research re
sources to this mysterious klller that it de
mands.

To all who are interested in this critical
problem, I strongly recommend Mr. Gold
berg's excellent statement. Therefore, I ask
unanimous consent that his remarks be
printed in the RECORD.

There being. no objection, the statement
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

SrATEMENT BY SAUL GOLDBERG
I have been asked to be brief in my testi

mony. I wish I were not here at all for the
purpose I must be. I come before this dis
tinguished subcommittee as president of The
International Guild for Infant Survival, Inc.,
a non-profit charitable and educational or
ganization of parents and other citizens
throughout the United States tragicaily be
reaved or deeply concerned by the horrible
loss of helpless infants who are not here to
speak for themselves. I speak to you now in
their name: the tens and hundreds of thou
sands-perhaps millions--of innocent babies
who have died suddenly and unexpectedly in
years past. I speak to you also in the name of
the 15,000-25,000 normal, healthy babies in
our 50 states who are dying in this same
blzaITe manner this yoar of 1969. More im
portantly, I speak for the untold thousands
and hundreds of thousands of the babies in
future generations who face this same terri
ble fate at the very beginning of life.

These precious babies of ours are with us
no longer. There Is no "poster child" for us
to bring here to remind you of this tragic
problem. There Is no handicapped youngster
to accompany me to evoke your sympathy
and help. Their passing comes so quickly
and silently, these infants have little time
to become known outside their own famlly
and the general pUblic Is thus unaware that
this dilemma even exists. Yet, for every vic
tim. death Is final. And all that remain are
an empty crib ... a tiny grave ... and broken
hearts.

Who will speak for these departed chil
dren? Who wlll corne forward to plead for
the lives of future generations? A group of
stricken parents and some Who have been
spared but feel a deep compassion, a deep
empathy, have banded together as The In
ternational Guild for Infant Survival to serve
as the voice of all these dear children, to
provide comfort and Information to bereaved
famllles, to give encouragement and support
to scientific research activities in this field.
and to bring the seriousness and scope of
this major health problem to the widest pub
lic attention.

We cannot keep silent and watch more
children die in vain without lifting a finger.
We cannot ignore what Is happening before
our very eyes. seeing these loveable babies
slip through our hearts and homes. We can
not stick our heads in the sand in the mis
taken bellef that somehow all this tragedY
will disappear. And America can no longer
afford to sit idly by while millions of hours
of manpower and talent which could be put
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to peaceful and productive purposes are
burled forever.

Our growing group of Americans repre
sents an Important point of view In many
parts of this great country Which I would
like to respectfully bring to your attention at
this time.

1. I would like to Inform you, first of all,
of the actual existence of this mysterious
phenomenon which concerns our most pre
cious asse~urbabies and their very lives. It
Is know only as sudden Infant death, or sud
den death syndrome, or "crib death." So l1ttle
is known about It, there Is not even a medical
or scientific name to describe it.

2. Sudden infant death kills Infants from
10 days to 2 years old, most being between
2-3 weeks and 6 months of age, without any
warning and for no apparent reason.

3. From all reports given by parents, pedi
atricians, and medical examiners, these
babies were perfectly normal and healthy.
Some had been given a medical eXe,IIllnatlon
a few days before. Some had fathers who
were physicians themselv'es-at llome at the
time-and they could do nothing. Yet the
same set of circumstances is repeated over
and over again. A mother puts her young
chl!d to sleep or to nap and, when she goes to
check on the chl!d later on, the baby Is found
dead.

4. This distressing mystery Is all the more
puzzllng because It persl~ts In an era when
babies have been l'lade more safe from fatal
diseases today than ever before. Years ago,
famllles were purposely large because It was
expected that one or two babies would die
In Infancy. The old scourges l1ke diphtheria,
whooping cough, typhoid fever, pollo, and
others now have all been eUmlnated. Yet
our infant mortality rate remains too high.
It Is the very success of modem medicine
today that has Ironlcal!y ('xposed this seri
ous sudden Infant death problem-for which
there Is still no known cause, no prevention,
no treatment, no cure.

5. Sudden Infant death provokes serious
feel1ngs of gul!t, self-recrimination, and In
adequacy. After the first few moments of
stunned dlsbeIlef, the stricken parents
usually start blaming themselves and won
dering what they did wrong. How else can you
explain the loss of such a beautiful llttIe
baby? The emotional Impact of such a trau
matic experience ')an ha ..e lasting effects:
disrupting familles, unhalanclng other chil
dren. wrecking marriages, and fostering per
sonal chaos to such an extent that some will
dare not think or speak about It for years.
Others think this tragedy Is something of a
personal stigma to hide from and forget.
Some place the gullt on an Innocent third
party, such as the doctor, the baby-sitter, or
a housekeeper.

6. Yet, there Is no foundation in fact for
these feel1ngs of p:uilt, frustration, and fal!
ure. Upon medical Investigp.tlon and detailed
autopsy, the vast majority of reports In these
cases reveal no explanation to account for
death. Sometimes there may be some evi
dence of a sUght InfectlUn or a cold in the
family, but nothing to medically cause death
Itself. Frequently, there LS no clue at all.
Everything Is negative and normal.

7. Experts and investigators cannot tell us
how extensive this problem actuaIly Is. The
most conservative estimates start at 10,000
deaths each year In the United States alone.
More reallstic estimates range between 15,
000-25,000 deaths a year, while some refer to
Incidences as high as 35.000 annually. This
then represents fr0m 10% to 25% of all In
fant mortallty after the first few days fol
lowing birth. One reason it Is not known how
many sUdden infant deathe there are Is be
cause most states do not permit the frank
term, "death unexplained" or "sudden unex
plained infant death", to officially appear on
certificates as the cause of death, even
though most high medical authorities recog
nize this dilemma !or th'3 tragedies they are.
To place these figures In better perspective,

this frequency of sudden Infant death Is al
most as high eaCh year as the total number
of Americans killed In Vietnam over several
years!

8. Sudden infant death can strike any
home, any time, any place. It Is no respecter
of race, color, religion, creed, nationality,
national origin, geography or soclo-economlc
status. It does strike all kinds of families
from every background-from the poor
ghetto family to that of your COlleague from
Connecticut senator Rlbicotr,

9. How significant is this sudden Infant
death problem? The National Institute of
Child Heaithand Human Development, spe
cifically Involved with this problem, helped
to support only the Second International
Conference on sudden Infant death, bring
ing together over 40 medical experts and
concerned scientists In Infant mortality
earlier this year. From this Important meet
Ing came the news that SUdden Infant death
is the leading cause of death among all
health problems of young c~lldren. In some
communities, It was mentioned, sudden In
fant death even surpassed :iccldents as the
number one cause of death among all
children.

10. So challenging and disturbing Is this
mystery that some medical men have taken
It upon themselves to do some Investigation
on their own without slgnficant progress
thus far. Several theories have been offered,
but none as yet withstand the test of care
fUl scrutiny. However, It now appears certain
that sUlfocation and neglect are' not the
answers, nor did anyone with the baby at
the time do anything to contribute to his
death, More recognized experts have become
concerned in recent months and have spoken
of their theories and research ideas, hoping
for the financial resources to pursue their
Interest In saving these young lives. Regret
tably, the National Institute of Chlld Health
and Human Development specifically, and
the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfa,re generally, have such comprehensive
responslblllties and such IImlted budgets
that up until now there has been too little
Incentive to encourage these elforts, Interests,
and plans.

11. In summary, therefore, sudden Infant
death Is a leading klIler of our most precious
asset--our children. Yet so little Is known
about it, there Is no scientific name, no exact
accounting of the number of these deaths, no
known cause or prevention, let alone a cure,
and this tragedy contributes significantly to
our high Infant mortality rate. Knowledge
able medical men and health officials recog
nize these losses of young life as one of the
most distressing and pUZZling problems In
the entire field of medical practice-and
want to devote their time and effort to this
kind of research In the fact of a limited
research bUdget for this specific dilemma.

12. It seems apparent to us that there
Is a definite need for this distinguished panel
to seriously consider an Increased research
budget to find out all we can about what
sudden Infant death really is once and for
all. It seems vital to us tha.t larger research
appropriations are required through the Na
tional Institute of Child Health and Human
Development and the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare commensura.te with
the magnitude and scope of these deaths In
toctay's infant mortallty picture and the ex
tent of medical Ignorance to this day. This
Is a major health problem which is concern
Ing a grOWing number of citizens and pro
fessional men-tha.t we respectfully suggest
deserves your fullest attention and conslder
t1on.

The President has stated that one of this
administration's major concerns Is the first
5 years of life. His predecessor was equally
concerned with our high infant mortality
rate. The Vice President has generously given
us and the lives of our dear babies his per
sonal support, as has our own Maryland

Congressional delegation led by senator Tyd
Ings. senator Rlblcoff's family knows of this
tragic experience first·hand.

No one can say who will be touched In
the weeks and months ahead. We do know
there will unfortunately be many, far too
many. How much. longer will our babies die
so tragically and so unnecessarily? How
much do we really value life Itself? Today,
you have a golden opportunity given to very
few ... the opportunity to save thousa:sds
of lives every year! Speaking for all our chil
dren, you hold In your hands and minds the'
power to speed the day when no more happy,
healthy, precious bables--so full of life-face
this terrible fate of sudden death.

For those who may question personal In
volvement, permit me to quote from John
Donne's famous paragraph (Devotions,
XVII) : "No man Is an Island, entire of Itself.
Every man Is a piece of the Continent, a part
of the main. • . . Any man's death dimin
Ishes me, because I am InVOlved In Mankind.
And therefore never send to know for whom
the bell tolls, It tolls for thee."

For those who see the task too diffiCUlt,
allow me to recall the words of sena.tor
Robert Kennedy: "Some men see things as
they are and say, Why? I dream things that
never were and say, Why not?"

Our dear babies can be given lite. For as
another of our great Presidents once said:
", .. here on earth, God's work must surely
be our own."

ULMS AND AWACS: IS THERE A
SOUND RATIONALE?

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, the
new defense bUdget presented to Con
gress earlier this week by the adminis
tration includes large funding requests
for a number of major strategic weapon
systems. Some of these requests call for
a further step-up on programs to which
sizable commitments have already been
made. Examples are the ABM-which re
mains in limbo at a cost of $1.5 billion
pending a SALT agreement which would
allow a cutback-and the B-1 bomber
up to $440 million in the third year of its
prototype development program. Also in
clUded, however, are major step-upson
two other strategic programs which have
been funded in the past at a relatively
low research and development effort. I
refer to the undersea long-range missile
system-ULMS-which is bUdgeted to
rise from $103 million to $942 million and
the airborne warning and control sys
tem-AWACS-which is slated for a
jump from $140 to $470 million,

YEAR OF DECISION

This bUdget session in CongFesS will
be a year of decision for both ULMS and
AWACS. The new bUdget requests in
volve production funds for the first time,
and history has shown us the great dUll
culty in cutting back later on programs
for which production funds have once
been authorized. The point is well taken
in an editorial of the Washington Post.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
that a copy of this editorial be printed
at this point in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

[From the Washington Post, Jan. 28, 1972J
FuNDS FOR STRATEGIC WEAPONS SYSTEMS

Q: Here, when you talk procurement,
you're talking R&D procurement as opposed
to deployment procurement?


